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Prisoners 
released 
MANAGUA (AP) -- The 
governmedt of President 
Anastasio Somoza said it 
released an unannounced 
number of political prisoners 
Wednesday, apparently 
meeting one of three 
demands by. opponents to 
clear the way for negotiating 
an end to the country's 
political crisis. 
Alfonso Robelo Ca!leja, a 
leader of the Broad Op- 
position Front, an alliance of 
16 parties, called Tuesday 
for the prisoner elease, an 
end to media censorship and 
freedom of movement for all 
politicians, ~urtailed by a 
sunset.to-sunrise curfew and 
martial aw. 
"We must create the en- 
vironment and atmosphere 
in the first stage of 
mediation before we can 
start he fundamental part of 
the negotiations," he said. 
But there was no immediate 
word after the prisoner 
release order whether the 
front is ready to begin talks. 
Government radio an- 
nounced Tuesday that a 
number of prisoners would 
be released immediately. 
But persons arrested for 
crimes against public order, 
assaults against national 
guard garrisons, terrorism 
or murder are excluded, 
Somosa's office said Wed- 
nesday. 
The government has not 
said how many have been 
arrested or identified them, 
Observers said it appeared 
Somoza's order was made to . 
create an atmosphere that 
complies with . an 
Orge,dzation uf American 
Statedres01ution Saturday in 
Washington urging 
Nicaragua to obtain outside 
mediation. The United States 
apparently will be involved 
in tbe talks, but no uther 
foreign participants have 
been made public. • 
A U.S. diplomat, who 
asked that he not be iden- 
tified, said: "The release of. 
political prisoners is part oi~ 
our request in our mediation 
effort, but not all of it. There 
can be no negotiations if any 
• leaders of the opposition are 
in hiding or in jail. We want 
everything to be as open as 
possible." 
All constitutional rights 
were suspended by $omoza 
when fighting broke out two 
weeks ago between ~rebels 
and his 7,-500-man ational 
guard-the country's army 
and police force. 
Robelo has said any 
solution must include 
Somoza's resignation and 
the talks must include the 
leftist Sandinista National 
Liberation Front, which led 
a two-week uprising that the 
guard finally crushed last 
week. 
The Sandinist~s take 
their nam~ 'from a 
Nicaraguan ~vho "~ fought 
against invading U.S. 
Marines in thee 19~0s. 
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J FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINE~ 
AUTOVEST 
Belors you kuy, Investlgsto ths advsntagst of this rent- 
to-own plan. All remiss paid apply to purchase. Why 
J leup  your cs~.0r.bor~WJnB pewsr, 1st and ,last 
Based  on 35 month  lease 
I r 
711 F 2S0 plcku| 
$148.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or sire.ply return 
"711-Camaro HT 
$139.00 per month 
lean and price 
$2,025.00 
I 
711 Econollne Vsn 
$135.00 per month 
lease snd prlne 
$t,9/$.00 
or simply return 
711 Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,63S.00 
76 C 100 Cllev I~ 
$139.00  per monffi 
lease end price 
$t,07S.00 
or simply return 
11 Dodge Van 
$12L00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,|75.00 
| .or simply reternl or simply, return,[ or simply return 1 
1 70 FIssta 3 dr .  [ 78 FI50 4 x 4 [ 78 Olds CullaSSl 
| $99.00  per month I $1SS.O0 per month I $I~.Oe per month 1 
I lease end price I lease end price I lease end price | 
1 $1400.00 I u,vs.oe I u,m.0o I 
IT Or simpl[ returnJ~r simply return I?r simply return l
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. , 
1160 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.0GI79A 
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':. wASHINGNN:.,iCPI " ' Canadi ~as sought .in con- 
. Canndlad Finance. Minister /section.with the dollar was 
: iJdmi. Chretlen;sa~ he has desiga~l ' to  moderate ex- 
:~beeni.advised that ':the:: change-rate f luctuations, 
canadian dollar• IS .un -Canada traditionally hag 
'~ de~aludt: bdd.' there is-: no:  .been an importer of capital ' 
:.' need: to. pr6p, dt ~up through ~ andhasno problems getting: 
, :exchemge' ~. t.rois, ur. other ' the credit i{ .needs, Chretl~ ]
. mea~. ..... . : • '.. :aala. • , ' . . . .  " 
: .: The Canadian.government. : ~,'d' Canadinn dollar, ha.s 
. ' feels  :the: interhatioi ia l  ~ b~ sagging, at .oe~ow 
~ mun~ market :will set: the.  ee~'tS U.S, Chretlea .argued" 
dollar value, Chretten added 'that . there are beneficial 
at. a ~ news• conference "aspects~ :about. ~ .: 1o~;. 
Wednesday'  after .he ad'. currency.. It made Canadian 
dressed .delegates of ~the exports more  competitive 
• Internat ional .  Monetary .  and .this year Would con- 
. Fund (IMF). and the World tibute an an estimated $4- 
Bank.. ' • :. . • • .billion ,Canadian. t rade  
What international credit. surplus. 
. . ~ . "  . . . 
In this case, where there is smoke, there i s  fire, room, 35 bedrooms and a. neighborhood pUb. that he will try ensure in dis- 
Workmen are  cur rent ly  cu f f ing ,  c lear ing  and . Special park ing fac i l i t ies  are  be ingbu i l t  so that" cussions ' .  with other 
burning on the site of thenew Nor ther 'nMounta in  18"wheelers w i l l  be able to park a t the  Mo.unfain .provincial ~ governments, federal cabinet ministers 
Inn which is under construct ion in Th0rnhi l l .  Inn . .  Complet ion date is set. for 'sometime.. in.  and the • R,CMP corn- 
The bui ld ing w! l l  house.a n U!tra:m0dm:n d in ing  .February. " ' " . " . '. ' i miasioner that. the circum- 
stances which gave rise to 
the Laycraft .inquiry do. not 
COMMISSION TOLD • .  
A 'Jam es Bo nd' m ent alit y 
in the security serv ices . ,  
OTTAWA (CPI - -  Mere- tactics such as kidnapping ,They ihought they were They succeeded In getting 
hers of the RCMP security 
service's G4--dirty tricks-- 
squad considered them- 
selves "real James Bond 
types" but in fact didn't 
knOW the first thing about re- 
cruiting informers, a federal 
royal commission was told 
Wednesday, 
RCMP headquarters in
happen again." 
• The 300-page report was 
issued after Mr, Justice 
James Laycr~ft heard 100 
days of testimony from 110 
witnesses In 1977-78. The 
inquiry, which cost about 
$800,000, looked, at the ac- 
tivities in Alberta of Royal 
• American Shows,' a Florida- 
No more Charges laid 
. "  EDMONTOi~' "(CP) . - -  hasedmidway company, and:: 
• Followup discussions on tbe whether there was.  any.. 
Laycraft report will try to wrongdoing during an in- 
establish civil ian as- ' vest,gallon of the firm. - 
countability of the RCMP, Civilian accountability o f  
• Alberta ~ Attorney-General the police was one reason for 
Jim Foster said Wednesday. calling the inquiry, Foster 
Foster enid in an interview said. ' :* 
The attdrney-genei'al w s . 
commenting after he,issued' 
his first formal statement on 
the report Which. was  
released two months ago by 
Mr. Justice .Laycraft o f  
Alberta Supreme Court. 
No additional charges will : 
.be laid by his department as" 
a result of the report, Foster 
said. However, an obvious 
inconsistency in test imony.  
given by revenue depart -  
ment official Edmund 
Swartzack will be referred to " 
the British Columbia at- 
torney-general for  further 
consideration. : 
potential informers, Cpl. real James Bond types," he a few informers in terroristthe s 
ned • Peter .Mar.witz •told the .said, "Hell, they didn't even cells this way, but. ,in- agreement s , 
McDonald commission in- know the first Ps and Qs'.' .'fornier..dhelped the Mounties 
vestigating ' RCMP " 'about certain legal methods • for .~mly a yearor so~ Mar- PORTLAND, Ore. (ALP)" Cooperative is considered 
wrongdoing.. . of recruiting informers, witz said. More'subt leap - The'United States Forest part of a Forest Service 
Marwitz was sent by head- Many of the section's .preaches .would. have' at- • • e . . . .  • ..., . Service has  sion d an strategy to eliminate the 
Ira, oleo tong term m quarters to Montreal at that "abnurmal"  tactic Were . . . . . . " ,  . . .  : ::agreement authorizing a opportunity for the timber 
time to try to wean them revealed in a'repori.sent to" mr.man.!s, ne sate, . ...~ ,Northwest cooperative to  industry to influence log 
away from thei/" habit of headquarters in July, 1972. • ~emners uf G4 thought • scale national forest legs in scaling in its favor, 
terrorizing people to con-.. These included use of false 'they were' using innovative Oregon and Washington for The arrangement replaces • 
~,incethem return informer;, arrest warrants and •approaches, but in fac t  paymen't, opening the field to old agreements with four : 
Marwitz told the squad to nse iducking people offthe st reel Montreal tried in 1972 to security service' men in profit-motivated organ- log-scaling bureaus in the.i, 
convince the G4 section of tactics which would be more and keeping them in  hotel Toronto and Vancouver were izations, 
the and-terrorist unit to accepiabl'e "with in : lhe rtx,ms to scare them into having better ~ success in Previously, national forest ta=w°..s.tat, e..s.--T~,ec~°~,,P~=rative/: 
abandun "heavyhanded" security service . turning informer, recruiting informers" simply i~licy required that logs be m.,y,?., ..... _~,_~ ~_,~,,_=...~ ,.
• ' b" talkin" to them and . __  _. tnatutsowneuanumanat~eu' , - : 6 scales ny a non-prom organ- ,_ . . . .  "---'--at sealers who 
• building relationships of i ,n t i ,m ' 03  IJ"ualm'~tuil ' :  1-~ ' • 1 1 ' t  • . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  have worked for the bureaus " 
• I .~ ,~,=. ,~, f~11, ' !11  . ~ f~ i  J 'q l  • a"1 J1112"111~ ~ trust. • "Th is  means that thlra ,,,.n,F,~u=~tServieesealers:.:,: 
. l [ "  ~ l ,  I~  ~ ~l ,U  . ~ ~ U • 1 ~ l , . ~ ~ • X ~  :~ When:~ord of,.t,~, sect~on~ ~l~..o,,~J~a.~.~.[lon~,.:~se~ .~.~ ~;~:~ i~n-'rdR;.  * .~  
"~ '" ." ":" -~" ...... ' ' ~:: " .... : " . . L  .... '-"'-:""'" ""-" ~"=- - '~ :  " -~ -,-'%-,=. ' after the section was formed nauouaz zurests may oe chasers aria memuea several exnerienct  in1971,headqu'arterswanted competitive,' 'R. E. Worth- Forest Service members',: 
- - . , ~ , ~ , ~  ary . . . .  r . . . . . . . .  - t0know."what the'beckwad ington, regional forester, The co-operative's board o f  
MONTREAL (CP) -- An 
engineer who worked with a 
Quebec government wat- 
chdog committee overseeing 
Olympic costs says Mayor 
Jean Drapeau did not have 
the experience necessary to 
direct Games construction. 
"He did not have the 
knowledge of management 
that was required to direct a 
construction site like the 
Olympic Park,"  Denis 
Lahaie told a provincial 
inquiry into the $l.27-billion 
cost of the 1976 Games on 
Wednesday. 
Lahaie, 50, was respon- 
sible for overseeing con- 
struction of sporls facilities 
for the fi~,erhember wat- 
chdog committee, which had 
been created in 1973 after 
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 t's what makes it Special Old. 
Prime. Minister Trudeau 
demanded and received 
guarantees against an 
Olympic deficit. 
He said Drapeau's prin- 
cipal adviser seemed to be'  
French architect Roger 
Taiilibert "who also did not 
' " " " " t the going on," . ' said Tuesday. ' directors has neither service 
m aJuw 1974 letter o • , . .  . , ~ . A chief source of friction The agreement with the nor timber company 
• secretary ot me watcnoog • ' ' " ' f l ew Northwest Log Scalers representatives. . . . . . .  • . . . . .  • was the section s failure to 
:cOmmittee, t,anam prealctm . • • • . , . . .  . . . . . .  report IO headquarters on its 
me roam games tacmues . . . . . . .  . . . . .  aetwmes, Marwttz testihed. 
would .have. to ee OUlII . .'. : . • • , 
'*under conditions .an '  However, '.'t oon'l trunK ' .  * • 
• . -. ----.' . . . . . . .  ,P.: they mid attention to what I " Less restrmnt needed : preaching panic, nltumy .- ~-~ . . • 
because uf a lack o f  satd, .he admttlea. 
have the experience to 
handle this type of operation 
in the way things are done 
here, 
"Drapeau and Taillibert 
talked about'a critical path,' 
but I always had the.'.!m- 
press,on'that hey were 
talking about something else 
than what is usually meant 
when the expression is 
used," he said. 
A critical path is a co-ordi- 
nated schedule of work for 
construction of a project: 
. "dynamic .and always- But after John Starnes, 
present leadership." •' then director-general of the  
security service, found uui 
Construction of the 70,000- members .of the anti, 
seat. stadium .and adjacent terrorist unit had broken into 
swimming pools at the a left:wing news agency, 
• $850.6.milliun Olympic Park. "they learned awful fast." 
in Montrears east end did . Starnes let it be known he 
not. begin until six weeks did no! approve of this type 
after the letter was written, of activity by his men, 
Marwitz said. There would 
Lahaie also said {hat here be serious repercussions if a 
was a lack of cost controls Mountie was involved in this 
over construction uf the type of operation again, 
cycling Velodrome. Starnes told the force. 
Embargo .causes problem 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  the Transpor t '  Canada without chemicals, many 
City council is moving to •secreiarial preparing a manufacturers would be 
regulate the movement o f  national safety code on the forc.ed to shut down, creating 
dangerous  chemica ls  movemen! of such massive layoffs.' 
through the c i ty  following malerials, said he h'opes the Fraser said the industry' 
Monday's chlorine gas spill chlorine spill dues not. result would co-oi~erate inany way 
but neither Transport Can- inhasty,  iil,conceivedaction.short of an embargo to 
ads nor the chemical in- by the city. formulate"prudent and wise 
dustry are happy with Mayor. '. "I 'm concerned that this regulat!uns" to ensure the 
Jack Volrich's. call for a 
temporary voluntary em; 
barge on their transport, 
A Transport Canada 
spokesman said prohibition 
of the Iransport of chemicals 
would "kill the city" while 
chemical manufacturers and 
dlstributors said a voluntary 
embargo, with which they 
vowed not Io comply, would 
cause massive layoffs. 
The issue arose after a 4.5. 
heclolitre canister fell from 
a truck and ruplured tin a 
city streel Monday, spewing 
deadly chlorine gas into a 
residenlialindust rialsect ion, 
At leasl 78 people, including 
seven firemen, six 
policemen and two reporters 
were Ireated after inhaling 
Ills polenlially-lelhal gas and. 
2tXt ollters were evacuated 
fr.m a 25-block area 
ace',dent may stampede "safest shipping possible." 
someone into doing Shell Chemical Producls, a
somelhing that may be division Of Shell Canada 
c0unter-productive,': lie Ltd., Said VolriclCs proizmed 
said, "I would hate to s~ embargo is "like using a 
anyone in Vancouver sledgehammer to kill the 
prohibit the transport of f l y , "  
surrotmding the accident, 
Mayor Jack Volrich said 
Tuesday Ihal a committee I~)xear will be required to 
has boon set up to provide display a large placard 
the oily with a sel of idenlifylngltsconlenls. 
regulalions, and be asked EIIlson said special 
Ihat in ihe meantime, security measures ,nay be 
companies producing such required for general- 
hazardous chemicals as packagneargoes. 
chlorine apply to the f i re David Fraser ,  Western 
rhlef hefort, transporting eneral manager of 
tht m tim,ugh Ihe.clty . . . .  Canadian" induslries Lid. 
i)u,canEIlison,direOlurof Chemicals (CIL)'  said 
dangerous goods, It's not. 
necessary and it would kill 
the city." 
Secretar iat  associate 
director Ross Mailland said 
~he ministry i s  already 
drafting a code which wil! 
contain contain regulations 
for identificalhm and 
classification of dangerous 
goods, container quality, 
labelling, handling and load- 
securing. It is expected in 
final draft form next spring• 
Conainers filled with dan- 
gerous chemicals, he said, 
will require warning labels 
and when "certain minimum 
amounts" are shipped at one 
time, each Iruck or railway 
Paul Hougl~, chemical 
manager of Van Water and 
Rogers Chemical Ltd., said 
companies have contractual 
agreemenls to meet and he 
couldn't see them com- 
plying. 
Police want 
hanging back 
VICTORIA tCP) - -  
Policemen and pl'ison 
guards are banding together 
to launch a national cam- 
paign to bring back capital 
punisltment, a police 
spDkesmen said Wednesday. 
Cpl. Phil Jamieson of 
~anlch, B.C., president of 
I11e Canadian Police 
Asset,alien, said he has been 
asked.* o meet with Ihe prison 
• guard componenl of the 
Public Service Alliance of 
Canada al. its a~nUai 
meeting in Ottawa this 
Weekend Io develop plans for 
the, campaign. ' . 
• HALIFAX tCP) -- The 
federal government should 
• develop sectors of the 
economy that have a com- 
petitive, edge in world 
markets, says ' New 
Democratic Party Leader 
Ed Broadbent. 
Broadbent said Wed- 
nesday that Canada should 
follow the lead of the Uer. 
mens, the Japanese and the 
Swedes, for example, in 
developing such industries 
as fisheries, plastics and 
communications, in which 
the country could become a 
world leader, This would be 
a long-term ' solution to the 
country's economic ills. 
The NDP leader" was here 
to bolster the party's 
campaign in the Oct. 16 
. federal byelect ion'  in 
Halifax-East Hints,  a 
'Progressive Conservative 
• stronghold since it was 
created by redistribution i
• " 1968. 
He advotaled a marketing 
board for the Atlantic fishery 
s imi la r  to the Canadian 
wheat board which finds ~ 
export markets for western 
fa rmers . .  
As a short-term' solution to 
the problem of unem- 
ployment and economic 
stagnation, Broadbent said 
the federal government'  
should inject $1.7 billion into 
the economy, thereby ii
creating 225,000 jobs in the 
next two years. 
"Let's have public-sector 
investment" similar to the 
$500 million the Hall royal 
commission recommended 
should be spent on grain- 
handling facilities in western 
Canada, he told delegates to 
theannual convention of the 
Nova Scotia Federation of 
Labor. 
The Conservative and the • 
Liberal parties both offered 
the same policy of restraint 
as an answer to the country's 
economic ills, thinking that 
"by means of cutbacks we 
can restrain ourselv~ into 
vrosperity." 
BCTF proposes 
taxation 
VANCOUVER tCP) -- 
The British Columbia 
Teachers' Federation 
t BCTF) has come up with 
a scheme itbelieves could 
save B,C. taxpayers $110 
million, 
The 30,000-member 
federation has launched a 
campaign it calls 
"Proposition Fairtax," 
and it is using pamphlets, 
buttons and bumper 
slickers to publicize Its 
call for more public 
funding of education and 
less demand on properly 
owners. 
"We're trying to show 
thai there llan been a shift 
to Ihe local properly 
owner as Ihel tprineilmD 
mlurce of edmallun reve. 
nue, "  BCTF 'president 
Pat Brady said Tuesday, 
The Campaign 
literature says the 
scheme 
. program isa '~response to
concerns about property 
taxes and public ex- 
penditure on education." 
The program • '*is based 
on Ihe premis that there 
should be adequate public 
support for public 
education, fair dis- 
tribution of tax support 
for education, °, 
The federation i s  
calling for proclamation 
of the Colleges and 
Provincial Institutes Act 
which provides for lOO- 
per-cent government 
funding of post.secondary 
education. Community 
colleges now are financed 
throuBh local taxallon, 
BCTF also is ealli~g for 
increased homeowners 
grants, a reductlou in the 
minimum school taxes 
mid.  increaded gov. 
ernntenl grant's to school 
.boards tied In Inflation, 
¢"  , 
• GESTURE OF FRIENDSHIP 
Native centre opens 
The Kermode Friendship Willard Martin, president; ' pulley, whereas before, 
Society held its 2nd annual Lorelei Smith, -Joanne membership was designated 
assembly at the friendship McNeil, Norman Wright, mainly towards the native 
centre saturday. At this R.semary Sui~crnault, AI populationofthisarea.Some 
meeting a new slate of nine Wright and Betty Ross. of the members felt that the 
direetors wereelected. They A series of resolutions open-door policy was a 
are Charlotte Guno, were passed by the mere- threat o their controlof the 
secretary treasurer; J'6~.n.~ be rship~ 'and as a result the centre. To counteract his 
Chelsberg, vice preside~;, ee~!'re now has an open-door threat, they also resolved to 
~IKE PSYCHIATRISTS 
Pay native medicinemen 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A paying native Indian medicine men would" be 
University . of British medicine men on the same helpful in curing mental 
Columbia psychiatrist said basis as doctors to help cure disorder among Indians and 
recently the provincial the mentally ill. 
government should consider Dr. Morton Beiser said 
Bush plane tested 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  The federal ministry of transport 
Cox Turbo Otter, considered in January, when Cox's 20- 
by some as an airplane 
which will revolutionize bush 
flying, has taken its first test 
flight at Canadian Forces 
Base Nameo. 
The plane is a $tA.million 
conversion of a standard 
Singleengine DeHavilland 
Otter powered by a small, 
light Pratt and Whitney 
PThA-27 turbine engine 
instead of the obsolete Pratt 
and Whitney piston engine. 
man operation will begin 
converting standard Otters 
to turbine power. Cost will be 
about $350:000 a plane. 
Cox, who financed his pro- 
totype with a $350,000 loan 
from the Alberta govern- 
ment and from family 
sources, said request for 
conversions have come from 
as far away as Africa and 
South America. 
their services should be 
covered trader the pn~vince's 
medical services plan.- 
He said, however, it is un- 
likely the government would 
make such a move. 
Beiser said the United 
States government pays 
Navajo Indian medicine men 
consulting fees for services 
provided to reserve Indians. 
The medicine men decides 
whether an illness is phys- 
ical or mental and whether it
might better be treated by 
*'white man's medicine*', he 
said. 
Tu encourage the w.rk ~f 
native healers, the govern- 
ment has est ablisiwd 
scholarships f.r young 
Navajos tu train with ex- 
perienced medicine men, a 
door 
amend article 4 .l tl~eir 
constRut ion; t hereby leaving 
the control 'in the hands of 
the "dative populalion by 
stipulating that sixou~ of the 
nine board members" he of 
native ancestry. 
Guest speakers attending 
were alderman AI Soutar of 
the Terrace town council, 
Gordon McDevitt, secretary 
of state's ocial development 
officer, Cheryl Brooks wh, is 
presidentofthe 
p.A.C.I.F.I.C. Association.of 
Communicatinn i Friend- 
ship Indian Centres and 
executive director of 
Quesnci's Tillicum Friend- 
ship Centre, "president 
Barbara Murphy also of the 
Quesnei Tillicum Friendship 
Centre, and Vie Kawal of Job 
Creation, Canada Works, 
and Rose Bazil, Leader of 
,he Elders group at the 
centre. 
Staff members  of the 
friendship centre ,and the 
Canada Works project each 
gave individual reports ,n 
what is expect ed of them and 
they also gave recom- 
mendations as to how the 
centre could be better 
utilized. Their main concern 
is the lack .f cultural un- 
derstanding and knowledge 
in Terrace's urban area. 
Speakers at d~e traditional 
Indian hind bu[fel were Jack 
Troelstra, Cheryl Bro.ks 
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The conversion, master- 
minded by bush pilot Ray 
Cox and aeronautical 
engineer Aimo Pitkanen, is 
designed to recuce main- 
tenance and permit starts in 
temperatures as low as40 
degrees Celsius. 
It also will permit the 
Otter to take off on a 50- 
metre runway, instead of the 
standard Otter's 300-metre 
runway. 
"Now I know how the 
Wright brothers felt on their 
first test flight," said Cox as 
he and some 200 others 
watched the plane go 
through its paces Tuesday. 
'the Turbo Otter is ex- 
poetod to be certified by the 
Is it a relic from the last war or a device for the farm plow, an implement for breaking up 'the 
next? No =. It's a sharkfin d, rag. And i ust what is a qround before reforestation takes place. 
sharkfin drag, you ask. It is more or less a tree 
I 
Several ways to reforest 
To a forester, an area .f p~escribed burning, chain The advantages ot is broken up and flattened 
logging slash is much like a drag and sharkfin drag. sacrification are that which promotes faster 
garden plot, a garden plot in Prescribed burning, 'planting of thenewcrop can rotting and . . . . . . . . . .  return of 
the spring covered with last usually done in the fall 5allow immediately after nutrients o the soil. Its use, 
year's weeds, leaves and season, uses fire to reduce logging, the seedlings are according to Burreil, is 
other litter deposited over the amount of slash to planted irectly into mineral limited to drier, flatter in- 
tltewinter and compacted by decrease the thickness of the..soi l  which 'improves their 
winter snows, duff layer and to expose chance of survival and terior pine stands around Searches lengthy process that can and R,,se Bazil. The garden "must be mineral soil for planting, promotes faster growth, and Burns Lake, Houston, South- 
bank and Smithers. d take up to 15 years, he said. Thank ynu's are in order to plowed, spaded or otherwise Chain drag consists of a thelogging slash and residue i 
e x p a n  Beisertoldaconferenceuf the members who donalcd treated before planling can series of large anchur chains I wEATHER 
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) -- mental health, workers thai hxJd to the buffet supper: begin. An area of logging with spikes welded to the 
1 A national newspaper leader developing countries would Abel Brown, Brenda Guno. slash i5 likewise covered limbs and pulled through the has warned that searches of be wise tu rely on traditional Joanne and Lila Maison. with debris, duff and forest logged area by a tractor or newspaper offices could medicine as much as Lucy Rose Bazil, Vi litter. With Ioday'smethods kidder. 
extend to lawyers, doctors possible before turning to . Geilenbeck, Joan Cl~elsberg..f logging using rubber-tired The sharkfin drag 
and "our homes" if Western techniques. Velma Ross, Louclla skidde/'s during the cold scarifier consists of two or An onshore flow continues should be around 8 degrees 
newspapers don't convince As an example of 'the Genaille, Beat ric/~ Sinclair, snow-covered winter months more specially built barrels over the north coast today, Celsius. 
the American public it has a success of traditional means, 
stake in First Amendment he pointed to Laos where the 
freedoms in the United treatment ofdrug addicts in 
States Constitution. monasteries, using with- 
Barclay Jameson, ' '  ' drawal, exorcism and 
president of The AssociAted' prayer, has proved, more 
Press Managing ~Bdit0rs" effective than modern 
Association, said the First techniques such as 
Amendment is a "public methadone treatment and 
right that protects us all.", counselling. 
Gwen Hull, Elizabeth 
Spalding, Debbie and Vcima 
Gray, Bernice McNeil and 
V.ilet Sampare. 
C~mtributing to the art 
display were artists Rena 
Bolton, weaving; Cliff 
Bohon, jade carving: and 
Nishga Elementary 
smdem s, paintings. 
the ground disturbance is 
minimal. The ground must 
be prepared and treated 
prior to planting. 
This treatment, Forester 
R,n Burrcil says, is called 
scar i f i cat ion.  Several ~ 
methods of scarification are 
in use in the Prince Rupert 
forest district 
with steel blades resembling bringing cloudy skies and a 
sharkfins welded to it pulled few showers to the Terrace- 
through the slash. The 
twisting and hooking action 
pr.vided by the drags breaks 
up the litter and debris, 
exposes mineral soil and 
reduces the chance of a 
wildfire running through the 
including cut block. 
Kitimat areas. This un- 
settled weather is expected 
to continue into the weekeadl 
as no change is presently in 
sight. Today's high is ex- 
pected to reach 15 degrees 
Celsius. and tonight's low 
The forecast looks great 
for ducks, and maybe fish, 
but for those of us who enjoy 
warm weather, clear skies 
and sunshine, the outlook is 
rather bleak. Winter is still 
quite a ways off, however, 
and there is still a chance of 
some good weather before 
the snow flies. 
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Big Appliance Sale Big Furniture Sale 
,,,....,.. !l,,,....,.. 
Totem is making it easy to decorate your kitchen 
with Quality Appliancesi It's Totem Big 1-2-3 
Kitchen Sale. Right now at Totem: - Ranges, 
0 Refrigerators, Washers, Dryers, Dishwashers and 
Microwaves are all Sale Priced. It's even better 
when you buy 2- you Save even More. And if you 
buy 3 you Save a bundle. Now is the time to buy 
1, 2 or 3 of Totems Quality Appliances, and take 
advantage of these Great Sale Prices. 
OHESTERFIELD SUITES RegaI,Braem°re'Kroehler,Hankin 
,Troster, Fairline 
DINING ROOM SUITES Ouellett, United Chair, Singer 
.BEDROOM "SUITES . . ,u , .  ou.,,o,,., w , , , . r .  Victoriaville B.P. John 
WATER BEDS Water Rest 
BOX SPRING & MATTRESS Sealy 
Save Now On - Maytag Washers, Dryers & 
Dishwashers. Enterprise Ranges-Admiral ' All Furniture 
Refrigerators. Moffat Ranges, Fridges, 
Dishwashers, Washers&Dryers. Panasonic 2 0 %  o f f  
Microwaves. . 
Buy 3 and Really Save Sale Dates 
September 28-30/78 
4 . p ~  
= ' ' '  
.. 
Totem Furniture & Appliances 
4554 Lakelse Avenue 635-1158 On The Spot Financing 
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Sloppy 
business 
The report to Terrace city council on the 
questioned purchase of a tractor-mower for the 
parks and recreation department from Terrace 
Equipment Sales is a whitewash. 
The report, submitted to council by .Robert 
Hallsor, the clerk-adminlstrator for the city, 
attempts to write off the issue as "a regreffable 
error" by someone who is no longer here to 
answer and goes on fo suggest that there should 
be a written purchasing policy. The Hallsor 
report attempts fo mitigate the wrong by laying 
the blame at the feet of over eager staff, 
Of course there sho~ild be a written policy for 
purchases and that policy should involve calling 
of public tenders. This has been the practice In 
the past. If is on lygood business. 
What Is bad business is the fact that Dave 
Pease signed that cheque, a cheque for $5,028 
without question. The fact that the cheque was fo 
a company in which the mayor has a business 
interest may or may not be cause for alarm, but 
it should be reason for, extra vigilance. 
While there may be no wrong doing here, in the 
sense Of conflict of interests, there is an in- 
dication that our elected officials are not doing 
their tub. 
Part of the iob of running the city is to keep an 
eye on the taxpayer's money. If there was extra 
money in the parks and recreation budget, if 
doesn't mean it's park and recreation money. It 
is still taxpayers money. If the parks and 
recreation wants to spend it they should go bac~. 
to council. ' * / '  ' ";i~.~ ,:=:," 
This whole issue seems to boil down to com. 
placency. Parks and 'rec figured the money was 
theirs to spend. If may be that they deeded, and 
should have, a tractor.mower. Perhaps Terrace 
Equipment Sales off~red the best deal. Council 
might have approved the purchase. None of 
these things change the fact that there are 
certain procedures that should be followed 
before our money is spent. Our elected officials 
should see to that. 
When I announced to friends and relations that 
I was headed north to take up residence in 
Terrace, most were appalled. 
"But it's cold and horrid and nasty up there," 
they said. 
I was undaunted, mostly because I believed 
Terrace was only a little north of Squamish. 
Then~they started talking about grizzly bears, 
wolves and even man.eatlng sled dogs. At that 
point I'll concede to being a little taken aback at 
the prospect of being eaten alive as I got off the 
plane. 
Tales of 28 feet of snow and months of Isolation 
weakened my resolve, to venture out into the big 
country. ~y  mother wept openly on my shoulder, 
convinced she would never see me again. 
I was, however, committed to come. I sym- 
bolically girded up my loins and while I may 
never vote Conservative, I bought some Stan. 
fields. 
When I arrived in Terrace, what I found was 
not the vast wasteland but quite a progressive, 
booming town. There's almost all the amenities 
here, without the traffic and smog you associate 
with most of the centres around the lower 
mainland and Vancouver Island. 
Upon reflection, I realized that most of those 
who warned me about the perils of the north had 
never been more than a hundred miles north 
from Georgia and Granville. 
The conclusion I came to was that very few 
people knew much about this country. There still 
seems to be a stockade attitude among western 
Canadians. What l mean by that is that people 
tend to sit inside their concrete fortress looking 
inwards, commenting on how nice it is on the 
inside and how horrible It must be out there. 
For example, no one told me about the 
magnificent scenery up the Nass Valley. 
Although I heard that there was good fishing, I 
was left with the impression that If Was all 
through the ice. I had heard only that Kiflmat 
was a company town. No one said it had a 
spectacular view and looked like it was laid out 
by a magazine editor. 
What it boils down to Is that those southern 
neighbors of ours are pretty Ignorant of what we 
have here. It is a national pastime to criticize the 
Americans for their lack of knowledge about the 
rest of the continent, but how many urban 
Canadians know anything at all about the very 
land on their doorsteP? 
, "• . .  " 
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"A car or 10oat, maybe; but i'm not lending you 
money for food.". 
METAL LIMITED 
We are running short 
LONDON (CP) -- A 
documented study by the 
Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology calculates 
that the world has only 16 
years' supply of extra- 
ctable copper, 15 of tin 
and nine of mercury and 
that supplies" Of several 
other metals will run out 
not much later. 
The problem is related 
to the growing scarcity of 
oil and gas. As the pries of 
energy rises, so does the 
cost of extracting metals 
from their ores. The real 
cost of tin, for example, 
will rise inexul'ably and 
lower-grade ores will 
~have~to~be worked as.rich 
~de.~o~l~ dlkappear. ' 
~='~/h'~'(' is" regardod s 
mining waste today will 
have to be looked at again 
and an ingenious 
technology developed by 
an independent mining 
engineering consultant is 
.likely to attract wide 
attention, 
Richard Mozley, based 
in Cornwall , specializes 
in separation technology 
and some of his earlier 
inventions are already in 
use. 
His latest idea is a sand 
separator toextract more 
tin economically, either 
from ores or from mining 
wastes. It can also be 
used for uther metals, in- 
eluding tungsten, gold 
and platinum. 
Separators shoe a 
mixture of pulverized 
low-grade ore or mining 
waste and sand with wa- 
ter on a big tray so that 
the heavy it;action con- 
laining tin sinks to the 
bottom and the light 
fraction, free of metal, 
rises to the top and ~ows 
away. • :: "/'~i 
BUt whereas ;" 6~ther 
makers of separators 
concentrate onmore and 
more rapid vibration over 
smaller ,and smaller 
amplitudes, Mozley goes 
to the other extreme. 
His separator vibrates • 
only once every second 
and over a large am- 
plitude, shaking the tray 
12 centimetres or so from 
side to side, The result is 
that the separation is 
effective to substantially 
lower densities and 
smaller density dif- 
ferenoes. 
Ores or wastes con- 
taining as little as 0.2-per- 
cent tin will yield half of 
the tin at low energy cost, 
"to be fed hack into the 
conventional extraction 
machinery. 
In another invention 
Mozleyuses 
hydroeyclones to
• separate components of 
different densities from a 
ment has spectal 
features. Pr incipal  
among these is a device 
whiehimmediately 
senses any blockage in 
the exit of the hy- 
drocyclone through which 
the metal-ri.ch fraction 
leaves and aetivatS.~:~'r0d 
to clear it. .. 
This means batteries ~ ~' 
hydrocyclones can be run 
as part of a continuous 
ore treatment process 
, with no danger of their 
becoming blocked and 
bringing the whole cycle 
to an expensive halt. 
mixture in slurry form. A The hydrocyclones can 
hydrocyclone workslike a also remove, grit from 
: ~flf,rjfdge, but.~hereas ::,!paper p t~p, c!ean upme 
"~,!~ "~l~tr i fug~he Corn ' :,-expensive lunrieating 
• ':~tain~r  spins~:~':*' In ' ~".a ~ff~aterial~used in drilling 
for oil and be employed in hydroeyclone the con- 
tainei" remains tationary 
and the slurry isshot into 
it through a jet,to impart 
the rotary motion eeded 
for separation. 
The hydroc.yelone is a 
well.estahlished tool in 
the mining trade but 
again iMozley's equip- 
water treatment and a 
• variety of industrial 
applications. 
A battery of Mozley's 
hydrocyelones in now 
working in a Cornish tin 
mine and his sand 
separator has been under 
test at another. 
L_LQuoe sal W UP 
This industry is spirited 
The rate of growth within' the "conditinnsareimproviugandahigher "The number of users will also in, 
distilling industry is expected to be rate of growth could be operative crease although we do not expect any 
higher than the experience of recent before 19~0." major increase in the percentage of 
years, says Richardson Securities of "The conditions which we believe . users to the total adult population." 
Canada Ltd. in a recent investment, have the' major influence on distilled Riehardson's estimates that average 
puhllcatious, spirits consumption are improving and user consumption in the U.S. will rise to 
But the Winnipeg-hased investment we are optimistic for better times about 3.9 gallons annually, "mainly be- 
firm warns that "the prospects for a ahead," particularly for Seagram Co. cause of the increasingly higher atio of 
return to the five-per-cent annual rate Ltd. and Hiram Walker-Gooderham users in the prime distilled spirits 
of growth of the 1960's are not en- and Worts Ltd,, Richardson says. . consuming age group." 
couraging." • The publication predicts a eon- 
',The volume of distilled spirits sumption increase "as the percentage ' "Weestimatethat thecombinatiea of 
consumed in the United States' during of the population inthe under~30 age Ihe higher user consumption and in- 
1977 was a disappointing 1,5 per cent group starts to level off and the creased number of users will produce 
total 1980 distilled spirits consumption higher than the previous year." populatinnih t e 30 to 44 age group, in- of about 480 million gallons. 
However, the publication says creases." 
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LONDON (CP) -- The 
Ford Motor strike in 
Brltain--a revolt by more 
than 57,000 employees 
against a company pay 
offer of five per cent--is 
taking on dramatic 
political overtones. 
Five per cent is the 
guideline ceiling imposed 
by the minority Labor 
government in its contin- 
uing fight against in- 
flation. Any company 
seltling for more is liable 
to government sanctions. 
Prime Minister James 
Callaghan has warned 
that inflation is the 
greatest evil facing the 
country. A successful 
drive against inflation, he 
reasons, is his best hope 
of keeping his party in 
power. 
The Ford strike, 
however, is being in- 
terpre4ed asthe first firm 
indication that the work 
force, after submitting 
almost meekly to three 
years of. pay restraint, 
feels the time has come to 
relurn to free bargaining. 
Ford, in offering five 
IN BRITAIN 
I I  
Work forcerevolting? 
per cent plus possible that if he sticks to the 
productivity bonuses, fiveper-cent limit, his 
says thare is little it can election chances could he 
do to bring about aeeom- at stake. 
medation between It's a threat he prime 
government and the minister can't afford to 
unions, ignore. 
The unions at Ford Hls ona proud boast has 
don't see it that way, always been that his 
The day after the party is the only one 
company chairman, Sir whieh can work with the 
Terence Beekett, said the big unions. 
strike had become a If the Ford workers 
political situation it was position catches on and 
disclosed that his 'own . . . .  workers generally 
salary had been raised revolts, the Labor party is 
last year to &54,843 
t$120,000) from &30,457- 
an 80-par-cent increase. 
The Ford workers 
settled rot 12.3 per cent 
last year, slightly above 
that year's 10.per-cent 
government limit. 
This year, they are 
asking for a straight &20 
($44) on basic wages, with 
a 35-hnur week, longer 
bolldays and better pen- 
sions, which they claim 
will add 27 per cenl to the 
company's wage bill. 
Sh.p stewards have 
handed a lelier Io 
Callaghan, warning him 
in trouble. In some con- 
stitueneies mass anion 
abstention--if not 
outright switching of 
votes--could kill Labor 
re-electinn chances. 
The Times, in an 
editorial entitled "the 
impossibility of five per 
cent" says: "The govern- 
meat has chosen to adopt 
an inflexible form of 
incomes policy ... based 
on a norm significantly 
below the going and likely 
rate of'inflation ... 
"It also leeks in- 
creasinglY' as if the five 
per  cent norm ... Wall 
over-hastily adopted as 
an effective election 
slogan rather than as a 
thought-out policy for the 
whole of a wage round." 
The Times is not the 
only newspaper to point 
out that Ford is a 
profitable and efficient 
company well able to pay 
more than the five per 
cent. 
The Financial 'limes 
suggests that "a great 
deal of damage" will he 
caused not only by what it 
sees as th~ "anarchic 
behavior of British 
unions" for striking 
without attempting to 
negotiate the eompmiy 
offer upward, but hy "the 
unnecessary rigidity of 
the government." 
The result, tshould 
government, company 
and unions stand fasl, 
might be:a switch in in- 
duslrial operal ions to I he 
conlinenl--a move which 
in itself would have grave 
political consequences fi)r
the government. 
Is women's 
place-here? 
TORONTO (CP) -- When 
the first women joIned the 
Ontario provincial police 
force four years ago, the 
OPP policy was that the 
women recruits would'be 
"malnstream"--treated the 
same as men: In uniform, 
the sexes would perform as 
equals. 
Today, some of the police- 
Women themselves are ques- 
tioning that premise. 
Night cruising on lonely 
highways, picking up pieces 
of bodies from fatal ac- 
cidents, arresting drunks-- 
OPP policewomen'have be n 
trying to do everything the 
,men do. 
After testing the waters, 
some have bowed out 
gracefully, 
Linde Kruger, 30-year-old 
former high-school teacher 
who was one of 13 women in 
the same elasa of recruits 
from 1974, said there are 
only three of them left on the, 
force: 
The rest have either quit or 
been let go," she said. "The 
ones I talked to found other 
interests, found out they 
weren't that interested inthe 
job or became involved with 
a man who didn't want them 
to be policewomen." 
Mrs. Kruger said: "I'm 
still feeling my way aroun.d. 
They say It takes at least I0 
years before you know if It's 
right for you or not." 
It wasn't right for about 30 
per cent of the women 
re~uits. Of 3,000 officers on 
the force, 70 are women. 
There used to be 99, said 
OPP Commissioner. Harold 
Graham. 
• In an  interview, ac- 
companied by William 
Lidstone, assistant com- 
missioner of the field dirt- 
:; sionl Graham clung to the 
~.'~ pre i~ 0f equal treatment, 
.': Imi; "i ~id"  !"l'.think most 
woman abhor violence and 
violent, gruesome scenes. I 
• think that's why there are 
fewer applicants. 
i "We had one or two cases 
~where women found they 
.were frlghtmed in the night 
:bours. So we located civilian 
work for them on the force. 
Some of them are radio 
said. "Certain media lo~ e to 
make headlines saying, 
'Brutal policemen beat poor 
women'. I was determined 
not to have that agged on us. 
"Wg put women ifi th,:re, 
wom~en dealing with women. 
I think it worked well" 
Constable Gary Cooper, 
community service officer in 
the OPP ,!:,~achme~! at
Thunder Bay,, :,~., :,aid that 
when Mrs. Kr;?ger, the 
detachment's first {e~:ale 
constable reported for duty 
"the reacti,m whs mixed." 
"The imi,~w~; were=it oo 
sure how this would work 
out." 
Although policewomen 
"seem to be holding up their 
end of it," he said, it is a 
tough life. 
"Not only does she have to 
prove something to herself, 
that she can do the job, but 
she has to prove to every 
man on the job she can do it, 
and not only that, the public 
has to be convinced." 
He is still worried about 
the hazards--for every,,ne 
involved--of policewomen 
getting into fights. 
"Linda has been involved 
in a couple but there has 
always been l~ackup 
available," he said. "The 
biggest concern of 
everybody on the force was, 
and still is, the physical end 
of it. 
"When you're dispatched 
to a hotel bar-roum brawl 
and it's you and a 
policewoman, it has to run 
through the mind. Is she 
going to back me up? Can 
she keep them off my back in 
a fight? Is she strong 
enough?" 
The last time the five-foot- 
six, llO-pound constable got 
involved in a fight oa the job 
she used her flashlight to 
subdue arowdy drank on an 
Indian reserve who was 
clearly overwhelming her 
partner. 
While the male officer 
wrestled with the drunk, she 
called for more cruisers 
when about 20 men seemed 
to be closing in on them. 
"It didn't look good for my 
partner," Constable Kruger 
said. "I had to hit him (the 
dispatchers at a very much drunk). So I hit him with my 
r edn~/aslary/'.  ,. . . . . . .  flashlight'.';.It waa~',ti~ on ly ,  
l~A~t~r, al~l~(~I~ds.tppe. ,'.thing I ~.ia¢[~ t!l.d~'/;I ~0Ught ~''. 
said"t~alb ffi~.i'S are a would~do'an3~g~. ' ' '+'
valuable asset in sexual Married and the mother of 
assault cases and domestic 
disputes. 
The picket-line dispute at 
the Fleck Manufacturing 
plant in Centralia, Ont., last 
spring, involving women 
strikers, brought the first 
two children, she said that 
when she works a seven-day 
stretch on the midnight shift 
she gets turned upside-down 
and "I go crazy." 
The job; she says, has been 
a lesson in human nature, 
use of women officers in "It goes back to my 
crowd.control.situations., naivete at first," she said, "I 
"I directed them there, I didn't really think there 
wanted ~{hem t~ere and l were so many rotten people 
ke~t them there," Lldstone around." 
Even the brashest 
must get mellower 
NASHV n.L~-, Tenn. (API 
-- iS I r ish,  swa~ering, 
macho Waylon Jennings 
getting mellow? 
There are signs that 
Jeunings has softened his 
anli-Nashville stablishment 
Stsn¢e. And he has become 
slightly more accessible to 
the media, relaxing a barrier 
that has guarded his 
lvacy. 
t he last month, Jennings 
made two rare public ap- 
peerances in Nashville. 
On SepL 9, he and close 
friend Johnny Cash gave a 
surprise performance at the 
Grand Ole Opry. Jennings, 
best known for progressive 
country i hits like Lueken- 
bach, .Texas, Good Hearted 
Woman'undMammus, Don't 
Let Your Babies Grow Up To 
Be Cowboys. had not ap- 
pesred on the Opry for about 
10 years. 
He had shunned the Opry 
because he was not per- 
mitted to use a full set of 
drums--an Opry regulation 
that was dropped a few years 
ago. 
In late August, he taped a 
concert a! the Grand Ole 
Opry House, but not on the 
regular Opry show. 
Besides disagreements 
wills the revered Grand Ole 
Opry, Jennings also has 
shunned the Country Music 
Association awards how the 
last few years because he 
objects to musicians com- 
peting against each other. 
And he was the Subject of 
considerable publicity ayear 
ago when he was arrested on 
a cocaine charge, though the 
charge was dropped. 
But friends and 
acquaintances say he's not 
the brash type. An 
acquaintance d scribed Jen- 
nings as shy and modest and 
another said he is "a won- 
derful person." 
In July, Jennings granted 
a rare interview to a Min- 
neapolis Star reporter before 
a concert in St. Paul, 
" I 'm not 'the 'Big Bad 
John' they think I am," he 
told reporter Jon Bream. 
"I'm just a good ole boy, 
'Tm an introverted person 
in an extroverted business, It
tsuccess) gets hard to 
handle every once in a while, 
I actually can't put a handle 
on it. Sometimes I feel 
trapped by success." 
It is still hard to get a per- 
sonal interview with Jen- 
nings. Efforts to reach him 
'through is record company, 
associates and friends have 
proved fruitless during the 
last two years. 
Letters 
welcomed 
• The Herald welcomes its readers com. 
ments. All letters to the editor of general 
public Interest will be printed. We do, 
however, retain the right to refuse to print 
letters on grounds of possible libel or bad 
taste. We may also edit letters fo.r style and 
length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. We ask that 
letters be typed and double spaced. 
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'DISGUSTING EXHI ITION'. 
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12 players ejected 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Left levied--far e~¢eeding the Myers assessed 219 minutes 
winger Frank Beaton will be amounts called'foi" in the morefor the carnage which 
suspended for the first game rulebook. /~ went from one end of the ice 
of the National Hockey• , "I ~m very mu~h upset by ,' to the other. The officials, 
League's regular season' ~o~ ' whdti too~. place," he con, batielessly outmannod by the 
being the first player off th.i~,. ' ~tint~d. ?*.None ell us in the combatants, could do little 
New York Rangers bench !~." INItI~. has 'any~ use for that more than watch. 
Tuesday night's wild flgh( i typ~'~.'Gf behavior,.fItlhas no The incident began to the 
during an exhibition game at plac~ lh" the ga~ae. It ~ was' left of the Philadelphia goal 
Madison Square Garden. most distasteful.':~ 'when New York's Anders 
Brian O'Neill, the NHL's 
executive vice-president, 
said Wednesday that the 
suspension is automatic for 
any player judged to have 
led the charge off the bench 
to.enter a fight• 
O'Neill made the 
statement before returning 
to the league's Montreal 
headquarters for further 
review of the bench-clearing 
brawl which caused a 2t- 
minute delay in the 
exhibition game against 
Philadelphia Flyers. 
Seven Flyers and five 
Rangers were ejected for 
their roles in the battle, 
which O'Neill called: "One 
of the most disgusting 
exhibitions of violence I have 
ever seen in my 13 years of 
association with the .NHL. 
The fans were cheated 
because so many players 
had to be expelled from the 
game. 
"The violence was all over 
the ice and even threatened 
to include the fans," con- 
tinued O'Neill. "If I have my 
way, there will be thousands 
of dollars worth of fines 
"Bench-clearing--in any Hedberg washigh-sticked by
sport, whether the.players Glen Cochrane with 4:45 
leave a baseball ddgout o r  remaining in the period. 
the bench ' in' anY other Play moved to the other side 
sport--has no place in any of the net where the two 
game," added NHL pres-players pairod.off. 
talent John Ziegler. "It tends": Beaton skated off the 
to degrade the skills per- bench and into the fray; then 
trayed ifi the other 99 pe r .; Phfladalphia's Bobby Clarke 
cent of the contest.'? left'his beneh. 
O'Neill added the Rangers The Flyers followed their 
have been fined $I,.000, jeaptain and the Rangers 
another automatic penalty, were quick to even things up. 
becauseone of their play e~ , New York left winger Nick 
was judged.tonave n en n rat . Fotiu, who fought Phila- 
off the nencn.. ~'urmer.delnhia, s Jim Cunnincham 
discipline, which O'Neill is : jus t59  seconds into'the 
empowered to impose, w i l l  game, grappled again with 
De announces after mrmer ' the bearded rookie. 
investigation. Rangers defenceman Mike 
O'Neill said ,it would be McEwen squared off with 
forthcoming likely by the . eeatre Ken Linseman, who 
end of the wedk,,but that no ~rl ier had ridiculed mild- 
hearing would ibe hd4. " mannered New York centre ,~ . r 
I saw everything I had to  Ulf' Nilssen by pulling the 
see," he said. YI bel4 team sweater over Nilssen's head 
management .90per cent re- and laughing at him for not 
spenslble for that type of ae- throwing a punch in 
tion, whether it. is the eeach,, retaliation. 
the general manager, or the Meanwhile, Flyers 
players." strongman Dave Hoyda 
After doling'out 38 minutes . faced Ron Duguay. That was 
in penalties in the first 10:36.: a rematch of the fight they 
of the contest, .referee Bob' began after Fotiu and Can- 
nlngham went at it 59 
seconds into the game. 
And on it went. Fotiu, at 
one point ushered to the 
.penalty box, left it when the 
struggle continued. Again he 
traded punches with Cun- 
ningham. 
By then, the face of 
linesman Bob Hodges was 
smeared with blood--his 
reward for a futile attempt to 
make peace. Duguay, dazed 
and unable to help himself, 
was left in a corner. One of 
the New York trainers went 
to his aid. 
Moments later, McEwen 
left the ice bleeding from a 
face wound. Seconds later, 
New York goalie John 
Davidson and right winger 
Jim Troy, who had been 
watching the game from the 
stands, climbed down onto 
the Rangers players bench to 
taunt their foes. 
Order could ' not be 
restored. Myers stood and 
watched, and made notes. 
It was later still when the 
penalties were announced: 
Rangers Fotiu, Beaton, 
Duguay, Dave Maloney and 
Lucien DeBIois were ejec- 
ted. Flyers expelled were 
Cunningham, Hoyda, Paul 
Holmgren, Andre Dupont, 
Cochrane, Linseman and 
Mel Bridgman. 
Even the goalies wer.e 
penalized for leaving, their 
crease to enter the action. 
I 
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SPORTS 
with Chris Porter 
WORLD SERIES OF GOLF 
Watson rested, ready 
L 
AKRON, Ohio (AP) -- A "I feel rested,' and I'~l~y"'intimetofly~aektoFlorida, challengers in the money-. 
reluctant Jack Nicklaus and like I'm rested;',s',W~soii. ~' ise~ the fo~tbal.I gyme, then winning race. Watson has 
a restedTom Watson are the said. "'l,vq,"i:/}~|i~ ~t~'~ret~rn~lt~ 'Akroh 'for Satur- $343,-429 and is in position to 
i key figures in the $300,000 looKing fo t~-d  to the~to'rld~'~dafs play. • . break Johnny Miller's 1974 
i World Series of Golf, an Series. Nicklaus, who won three record of $353,021. 
ambitious event that gets Nicklaus, ~ WatSon's only ': American titles and the Nicklaus or Bean would 
started today on .  the major challenger for the ~ British Open in an ab- ha~etowin this one, which 
sprawling, '7,180-yard South Player of the Year title, . hreviatedschedule this year. ,ffers $100,000 ~o the winner. 
Course at the Firestone comes in with less en- and Andy Bean, athree-time to have any chance of cat- 
Country Club. thusiasm. " winner, are Watson's 0nly ching Wals,n. 
Watson, making a In fact, he almost skipped 
determined challenge to the whole thing. " 
Nicklaus's longtime role as His two oldest sons are 
the game's premier" per- play.ing ina  high .seh~l "
former, could wrap dp tht~!~ .football game in r,so.riaa'.m~s:.:... 
im.~rtant~",-;flzg. Pla~"~f~"weeken~.. - #fi¢l';~'~i~gfill~ ~ ~.l q. ,,,~,, 
winner and the" Vardon up ihe tournament to watch ~,i~f;~l'. -~ h.-: 
Trophy for the low stroke them play. He decided to' 
average on the tour. He won compete only last week--and ' ~ 
all three last season, only after he'd been advised" 
After taking a three-week of the tournament's starting' 
break from tournament times. 
activity, Watson returned to "It's an important tourna- • 
score his fifth victory of the ment, important to golf," : 
season last week in Nicklaus said. " 
California. No one else has And, too, the starting.' 
won more than three U.S. times are such that he'll be: 
PGA tournaments this year. able to play the second round 
Practice tonight 1, 
• " three easy steps to help you " 
hockey practice that was during thesecondh0ur (9:30- reinvest':" "':m new Canada Savings Bonds' scheduled for Monday night, 10 • 30), skating will be~  - L. 
but was cancelled due to limited to new players only. 
malfunctions in the Zamboni 
ice machine has beenat Since thiSbe heldiS thebeforefinalthe ,~  ;~. ~ '4~ " -~-. ~" ' "  If ynu ha~c any questionStheabOUt Act  ,~[~[~n 
re.scheduled for tonight practiceto ',. ~ - -  l . . o~ a"d  the value of your bonds, just ask people 
e:30 in the Terrace Arena. draft tomorrow night ht 8:00, .~. There pre more than 900,000 
The first hour of the practice all players are arged•to ' 1 i dent ib /your  .... , whercyoubankorinvcstaftcrOctoberl. Canadians who own matur ing bonds. 
' If you are one,of them, go to your bank, 
Is for all Commercial attend. I bonds  ~ Special ar rangements  investment dealer, trust company or credit CAHA ur ic  s " Two Series of Canada ~ ~  , ~  make i teasT  union as soon as possible aher  October 1 
a n l  1_0  e savings Bonds mature this a ~-]~[~ and avoid the rush! 
new format  1969/70 SerieSmaturing ~{~, .~/  '~k..:'..~.,. . . .  "' After Oc,,~bcr 1, s imply present [ ~  
November  1, 1978, ~ ~"~ ~. .~.~ your"S24" and "51,' Series Canada Savings NewCanada 
Bonds to your b~mk or other authorized TORONTO (C) - -  in sudden death to decidethe Vl1968 Special [ Savings Bon . .offer 
Canadian Amateur Hockey champion. Replacement Series (SR)~ ~¢jf ~ redemption agent. All the paper work 
in connccti(,n with the redemption [ ~OU a ~ l r~at  c h o ~  
WednesdayASS°ciati°nthatann°uncedthe Cen- championshipsThe initial Cent unini CUPunder the; .  maturing October 1, . "~ ~ ~ of yo,~ !,,~ .b~ ~ ill be done for youat  that 
teanial Cup, emblamatic of new setup will be held at the . 1978. I~  • ~,v~f~ ti~ . . . . .  ,.~, c"SR" bonds will receive | New Canada Savings Bonds 
unior A su remacy, has horn ,j p e"ce  of the Western. ' Look f0r"S24"or"SR" ~ ,  ~ ' " 'adopted a new format to Region winner, April S0-May . preceding the serial number  on ~ , th~:~ ., i ,  ~ncdiately. For"S24" bonds | are dated November  l, 1978 and yield 
the translcr t,l funds will take p lace  / an average annual interest of 8.90% e ~ts cham ionsnlp determin ' P " . 6. The Western Regiea is  . the corner of your matur ing bonds. "~ automatical ly on Novcmber  l, the l when held to matur i ty in1985. Each 
The announcement, at a made up of teams from ' ' '  
to name a joint sponsor of conference also called AlbertaManit°ba' andSaskatchewan" British "" ~ I~nd ~olu]t " ~  
A maturity date of this Series. ] new bond earns interest o~ 8.50% the 
In the same transaction, you | first year and 9% for each of the 
event- Miller Morton Co. of Columbia l ~ cash  va[~ can sign up for your new Canada Savings [ remaining 6 years. 
Canada, Ltd.--over the next " ' . And you have a choice of three years, said the The Central Region , Bonds. And tl~isyear there i sadua l  
champlopshlpformat will be comprises the quebec, Ot- ~ of r bonds puichasc limit. You may reinvest all bonds. There's a Regular Interest 
a round robin similar to the tawa and District, Ontario At rnatdrity, every holder of proceeds from your maturing bonds, Bond that pays interest each year 
Memorial Cup and Air Can- and Thunder . Bay "S24" or"SR" bonds wil l  receive the lace including facevalue, cash bonus and by cheque or, if you preter, by direct 
add Cup which determine associations while the  major junior and national Eastern Region represm~  value shown on the bond, plus a special interest, in the new Series. In addition, you deposit  into your chequing or savings 
midget champions tatives will come from . cash bonus payment. In addition, may also,buy up to $30,000 of the new account. And a Compound Interest 
respectively. ' Newfoundland, Prince. depending on the type of bond you own Bonds. It s a great way to keep your money Bond that reinvests your interest 
The top two teams after r Edward Island, Nova Scotia and whether  you have been clipping your working for you! automat ical ly  after the first year at 
the round-robin section meet or New Brunswick. interest coupons, you may also be entitled the guaranteed annual rate o[ 8.90%. 
.... to recede interest up to an amount  equa" Whichever type of bond you 
' - '.. to the face value of your bonds. For ~ose, you wil l  own a safe, secure 
WOR L D VOL LE YBALL example, if you own a $1,000 Coupon Born testment which can be turned into 
--  w i th  all interest coupons attached, you ;taut cash whenever you need it. Canada unbeaten will receive at maturity: ying Canada Savings Bonds has , en a great Canadian tradition for 
824 SR er 30 years. They're the proven 
ROME (AP) " Canada re- previously unbeaten Italian Face Value $1,000.00 $1,000.00 ' dice. 
mained unbeaten in con-squad 15-11, 15-6, 15-3. China' ~ V '~L '~ I I~ I~% 
solation play and the tour- won over East Germany 1~- " Cash Bonus 
nament favorites Soviet 5, 15-3, 15-11; Brazllcrushed Payment 1i5.00 177.50 
Union continued its winning Bulgaria 15-3, 15-7, 15-7, and Regular and 
ways at the world volleyball t h e C z e e 5 0 sl o v a k s s Compound • . A;,~, , ,~,,~,~,, championships Wednesday. triumphed over Mexico 15-4, Interest 1,000.00 1,000.00 
15-3, 15-2. . " 
Canada posted a 3-0 win All matches'were in Rome TOTAL VALUE $2,115.00 $9.,177.50 
over Belgium while the where the national teams are i N c h o ~ c ~  
Soviets blanked Italy 3-0. competing for the top !2 ~ l l ~  e p r o v e n  China, Czechoslovakia nd positions. 
Brazil also recorded' 3-0 In Venice, where Canada 
shutouts in the champlonship was playing consolation 
round, rounds, France edged ~ . . ,  
The Russians routed the Holland 3:2. : ' , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
] ;" •~, ..~.:, ~ o'~" 
• i ~.I 
:5 
c 
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Meet the 
"Recycler of gnwants" 
L~0, Sor~ r, 
)KORDER 8140, like 
Ires L1CO. 
aTtres$ sets $$9 tom .EONh N H gl~O-69S§~ 
FUll s~te S~ comDllfe, I~.nd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . .  tOry .r~l)Ped, Rl(~ard mBARGAIN 
pea fl*$ p~tft eS$ Weet~IOUSR. |1~ 
Nal~l. Nortf~tlck~'. 349.|11l. ) I~k$ ~¢o~uets & ALSO NMb'e 
~_w. R~_a  &fl.~m~.~_ _ . . . .  ~,,~. ~0~ ~low O,st,, 
i~lCHfor~c$lldiverter.ltP,tpluOi fl e*14u 3~'O611 |rid IO 
Je~/iV e ~ n~mi~r where YOU ~ ¢#ftOef~O~ " * ~  l i  • Wit 
diverler wit! euf0mdf*clllv I - - ~ - - ~ ' ~  
e ou triple, /Innost r~w. cOSt 
' t~ , , ,  .... ,,,e ,65, ~,,,,o;. )JHSURANCE 
..aESEg.~ 
~-P C Ol~n 1 Day1 
~;M4-8833 
~DiT**- 
:OR FURNITURE 
m.~-ne,. I~nSruOI 
I 
GRANOM~R 
I :very lh~ ; ._s~_s?..e~r_eL 
PIANO, Aoo~rlum. 
r ty~:ss & 
'!45-3157 
,ALE Wt~ Fr* 104 O~. 
& m~s¢ lurn*t~re 
D~6 ct~'O$ V N O¢ t'atl 
~~.C ~u,s% 3"'i;;' 
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"5C 131~ A:Qeahh. SVI 
AU~b~& 10 
~ L  qr~et. I 
~c~ m •- ibte.tL 
;'11~ St~rman. 1 ' $41 Ir~. 
[l~tllJ ' . . -  
*Slate Pool ei~ ~t 
N~W 4all ~l*d / I lie gttO 
AS%~,r le~ ClOt "~ c 
t6'S~ RO~l.Ct P C 
~,tk $10CX LIMI • 
lone, 0,~1 l r ~¢ack  
,love, el30 
e~Or ~$ i 
b s*le. p~v 
'P 4 • ,*e~$© 
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THE OLASSlFIED OOLUMNS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT DALLY HERALO 
There is no reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy anymore just because they're valuable. There are 
customers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired of. 
Contact the "Recycler of Unwants," the classified de- 
partment of the Daily Herald. You will b e pleased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call; 
b 
results happen! 
READ FOR PROFIT • USE FOR RESULTS 
CALL 63§-6357 
.Terrace/I(dtimat 
DALLY HERALD 
.FOR FEMA L R A THL TES 
Fat content :higher 
The expansion of Wilmore of UC Davis showed difference between men and the waist, hips and buttocks, 
programs for .. women 
athletes at both the 
collegiate and high school 
level is just one indicatibn of 
the remarkable growth 
women's athletics have 
undergone in the past few 
years. And with the greater 
acceptance of women as 
athletes, more and more 
female athletes are turning 
[o conditioning to find a 
competitive edge. 
While the physiology of 
women is, of course, dif- 
ferent from the physiology of
men, the basic training 
methods are the same for 
both female and male 
athletes. The basic dif- 
"ferenee between the con- 
dilinning programs of men 
and wome.n is that male 
athletes have been training 
at much more intense levels • 
than female athletes. 
When a female athlete 
begins to equal the training 
intensity of male athletes, 
she is usually a world-class 
competitor. A case in point is 
Fran¢ie Larrien, the United 
States premier female 
distance runner, who runs 
about 70 tb 80 miles a week 
and works out with male 
runners during daily 
training sessions at the 
UCLA track. Still, Larrieu 
concedes that "even on my 
best days" she couldn't beat 
the n~ale runners he trains 
with. 
Part of the reason may be 
simply because women have 
a higher percentage of fat 
then men; a study of college- 
age athletes by Mr. Jack 
the .body weight of the 
female athlete was 25 par- 
cent fat, compared with only 
15 percent of the male 
athletes. 
Dr. Joan Uliyot of the 
Pacific Medical Center said 
a recent study showed 
women's higher fat content 
can be an advantage in long 
distance running. Noting 
that only enough glycogen 
can be stored in muscle 
tissue to last about two 
hours, or about 20 miles of 
running, Dr. Ullyot said that, 
after the 20 mile mark when 
muscles have to rely on 
energy stored in fat, women 
often start running more 
efficiently than men. A 
runner herself, Dr. Ullyot 
was among the top finishers 
in the 26 mile International 
Women's Marathon in 
Germany in 1974. (It should 
also be noted that m~t  top 
male distance runners have 
trained to where their fat 
content is less than 10 per- 
cent.) But for most athletic 
efforts, body fat is a 
disadvantage and, by 
comparison with male 
athletes, the female athlete 
suffers for her higher fat 
content. 
Although the endurance of 
the women athlete can begin 
to approach the endurance 
levels of men (Larrieu's 
times for the mile, for 
example, are better than the 
vast majority of male high 
school runners, and ap- 
proach those of most college 
milers), the difference in 
strength is the most striking 
women atlflet~. A basic 
reason, researchers say, is 
that testosterone, a male 
hormone, gives men a 
greater potential for muscle 
minis than women. 
To overcome this strength 
disadvantage, an increasing 
number of female athletes 
are taking weight training. 
Several studies by Wilmore 
and Dr. C. Harmon Brown, 
California State University 
at Hayward, of women 
(ranging from teenage 
national track champions to 
unt ra ined  co l lege-age  
females) showed weight 
training led to average 
strength gains of from about 
2o to 4o percent. 
Wilmore noted that the 
greatest strength im 
provement among women 
was evident in the upper 
body, suggesting that even a 
non-athletic woman exer- 
cises her legs in her daily 
routines, such as walking. 
Despite the significant 
strength gains, the women !n 
the studies showed little 
increase in muscle bulk - 
which Dr. Hrown attributed 
to lack of testosterone. 
Wilmore suggests that, for 
this re&~on, women can use 
weight training to develop 
strength without worrying 
about developing a heavily 
muscled body. 
Another Wllmore study 
and without experiencing 
any weight gain. 
Weight training has 
become common practice 
among many female track 
and field athletes, par- 
ticularly those involved in 
the strength events, such as 
the discus and shotput. 
A women athlete who 
wants added strength but is 
worried about adding, too 
much muscle bulk can work 
to increase the speed of her 
weight training workouts 
rather than to increase the. 
weight overload. For 
example, after eight to 12 
weeks of weight raining, she 
should stop increasing the 
weight in the different 
exercises, and instead try to 
work at completing her 
normal (say 30 minutes) 
routine in 25 minutes, and 
then 20 minutes. If she 
maintains the same weight 
for the exercises and con- 
tinues with the same 
workout routine (number of 
sets and repetitions), she'll 
keep her muscle tone without 
any increase in muscle size, 
according to Frank 
Egenhoff, weight training 
coach for the San Fransisco 
49ers. 
Flexibility, the other main 
component of athletic fit- 
ness, is just as important for 
women as men. But possibly 
because of their general lack 
found that, in a ten week - of intensive training, most 
three workouts-per-week women seem to be somewhat 
test, the women involved more flexible than men. 
showed strength gains of Reprinted from The 
from 20 to 50 percent, while Manitoba Runner, Vol. S No. 
at the same time slimming 1 Spring 1978. 
WORLD RO WING CHAMPIONSHIPS ' 
Eight Can.:crews entered 
ST. CATHARINES, Ont. near Auckland two weeks areconsideredthis country's silver medallists at the West 
(CP)  - -  Canada's eight 
crews entered in the world 
rowing championships in 
New Zealand embark on 
their 40-day tour Thursday 
following a six-week tryout 
camp. 
The 3t-member national 
squad will go up against he 
US ..national team at  a 
weekend regatta in Los 
Angeles before depart ing for 
an international meet in 
Sydney, Australia, starting 
Oct. 14. 
The Canadians are to train 
• prior to the start of the'1978 
world championships Nov. 1- 
5. 
The Canadian squad, 
under head coach Tudor 
Bompa of Maple, Ont., in- 
cludes two women's 
medallists at las tyear ' s  
global gathering.. ~n Am- 
, 'stei'dam--the eights and the 
pairs entry'of Betty Craig of 
Brockville, Ont., and Susan 
Antoft of Halifax. 
Craig and Antoft, who 
rowed from the fianion beat 
club in Toronto this season, 
Free lessons 
Beginning October 3, the lessons will be held Friday 
Kitimat Curling Club will be from 7 to 9 p.m. at the 
offering free curling lessons Kitimat Curling Club. 
for beginners. A total of eight For veteran curlers, there 
hours of instruction will be 
given by qualified "Curl 
Canada"  ins t ructors .  
Curlers enrolled will be 
divided into two groups, each 
group receiving four two- 
hour lessons. Group I lessons 
will be held October 3rd, 5th, 
10lh and 12th from 7 to 9 
p.m., while Group 2's 
sessions will be on October 
4th, 6th, 9th, and llth, also 
from 7 to 9 p.m. 
Registration for the 
will be a four hour course on 
'Curl Canada' techniques 
October 7th and 8th from 7 to 
9 pm 
Registratmn for this 
course is also Friday, 
Sept ember 28 from 7 to 9 For 
further information, call 632 
3511 or 632-0087 
All these lessons are 
eomplet ly free of charge, so 
now is your chance to give 
curling a try 
lildiest medal prospects. 
The women's eight, while 
somewhat changed from a 
year ago, has turned in 
faster year behind stroke 
Tricia Smith of Vancouver. 
Another strong, though as 
yet untested, women's entry 
i s  the. double made up of 
: 'Andreii ~$chreinei. of st. 
Catharines and Cheryl How- 
ard of Surrey, B.C. 
Howard and Bey Cameron 
of Ottawa were fourth in last 
year's final, but Sehreiner, 
19, looked ir~pressive during. 
the tryout camp after 
sweeping the junior and 
senior singles titles at the 
Henley regatta this year. 
Bev's 26-year-old sister, 
• Tricia, will be this country's 
singles entry after a summer 
of training at St. Catharines 
under Jack Nicholson, who 
will also be handling the 
scullers in New Zealand. 
Best regarded of the Cana- 
dian men's crews is the 
cox.less pair of Tim Storm of 
St. Catharines and Tim 
Britton-Foster of Toronto, 
German championships in 
July. 
Other members of the 
Canadian rowing team are: 
Men's cox four: Brian 
Dick, St. Catharines; George 
Tinter, Toronto; Carl Zintel, 
Hamilton; Mel Laforme, 
Hamilton, and cox Chris 
Marshall, Brockville. 
Men's cox pair: David Orr, 
• Vancouver; Robin Catherall, 
Vancouver, and cox Mar- 
shall. 
Women's eight: Joy Fera, 
Burnaby, B.C.; M~onika 
Draeger, St. Catharines; 
Gall Cort, St. Catharines; 
Chris Neuland, Burnaby; 
Kelly Jacklin, Burnaby; 
Kim Gordon, Burnaby; 
Delores Young, St. 
Catharines; Tricia Smith, 
Burnaby, and cox Trudy 
Flynn, Woodstock. Ont. 
Women's cox four: Jane 
Pal, St. Catharines; Mazina 
de Lure, Burnaby, and cox 
Then Beckering, Broc.kville. 
Women's spares: Lorna 
Shultz, Burnaby, and Cathy 
Lund, London, Ont. 
EUROPEAN SOCCER: 
Field narrowed 
Involved in 
local sports? 
CONTACT 
CHRIS PORTER 
AT 
the herald 
635-6357 
NOTIOE 
Effective Monday, September 35, 
1918 tan,ear Hill will be closed 
for road construction until further 
notice. 
District of Terrace 
England's Liverpool, 
winners for the last two 
years, crashed out of 
European Cup soccer play in 
the opening round Wed- 
nesday together with the 
team they beat in last 
season's final, Bruges of 
Belgium. 
Liverpool hurled 
everything at their English 
rivals, Nottingham Forest, 
in a bid to pull'back a 2.0 
first-lag deficit and hang on 
to Em'ope's top club prize. 
More than 50,008 Liverpool 
fans roared the champions 
forward, but Forest, with 
England international  
goalkeeper Peter Shllton 
supreme, weathered the 
storm to grab a deserved 
goalless draw for a 2.0 
aggregate victory. 
Brugea0 leading 2-1 after 
the first leg in Belgium, 
slumped S-I away to Wisla 
Krakow of Poland, the 
winning goal tallied seconds 
'from time through Janusz 
Krupinski. 
More than 100 clubs bat- 
tled for glory in the 
European Cup, Cup.Winners 
Cup and European Foolball 
Union tUEFA) Cup. 
Italian champions 
Juventus, who reached last 
season 's  semi f ina ls ,  
crumbled against Glasgow 
Rangers .f Scot land 
The Italians had siruggled 
*o a t-0 h,me win in Turin 
tw. wet, ks ago and Alex 
Mac&,nald levelled the score 
after 18 minutes in the 
set',,ed leg. 
Ihmgers natched Ihe vital 
.nu¢olld g, al ill tilt" IP.tlh 
i i l i l n l le  V,'IIL'I! t~ol'dt~n Smith 
brilliantly headed h, mea 
Bobby Russell free-kick. 
Holland's PSV'Eindhoven, 
smarting from a 2-1 first-leg 
defeat in Turkey against 
Fenerbahce, crashed in six 
goals for a 7-3 aggregate win, 
Van Der Kuylen scoring four 
to put the Dutch champions 
into the last 16 of the 
European Cup. 
Austria Wien, beaten 
finalists in last season's Cup- 
Winners Cup, overcame 
Albania's Vlaznija Sehkodra 
4-3 on aggregate in the 
European Cup despite 
trailing 2-0 after the first leg. 
Real Madrid, six times 
winners of the European 
Cup, beat Progres Nieder- 
corn 7-0 in Luxemhourg for a 
12-0 aggregate victory. 
French champions 
Monaco, who two weeks ago 
held Malmoe to a goalless 
draw in Sweden, slumped to 
a 1.0 defeat in front of the 
home fans. 
Other clubs to qtmlify for 
the second round of the 
European Cup included 
Zborjovka Brno of 
Czechoslovakia, West Ger- 
many's Cologne, 
Grasshoppers Zurich of 
Switzerland, Diuamo Kiev of 
the Soviet Union and 
lrelands Bohemians. 
Belgium's Anderlecht, 
holders of the Cup-Winners 
Cup, had a first round bye 
while their rivals struggled 
to join them in Ihe last 16. 
Their main challengers for 
the trophy look to be Spain's 
Bareehma, which beat 
Shakhtor Donetsk of the 
~wlel [Inion 4-1 on 
aggregate, and Italy's Inter 
Milan. which disposed vf 
Maha's Floriana 8-1 over the 
two legs. 
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THURSDAY 
I~ l  KING 
(NBC) 
3 (~FTK - 
(CDC) 
5 p,m, tomidn!ght~ " 
4 ..v P I I ",9:" " KCTS 
(CTV) . (PBS) 
• : : INF ISH D I S P U ~  : 
• . • i 
: , . , l ru  par ty  :Salu:i awvr 
WASHINGTON (CP) 7:'. process that might take four " The. u,s,;*/~ '.:hob;ever,:' :recommendat!om.for their 
Canadi~ and U,.S.' fish and :. 'dr" five ~;,ears, ofllcia]s say, . prohab]y, would prefer more L governments By me erie oz 
beun(tary'negottators are • the two coantrles wi l l  have to . 'ofatemperary:  . ' - . the year, ' 
~ivingmore consideration to'  figure out what to. do 'about. :a r rangement , .  o f f i c ia l s  " Curler and Cadieux are to  
some .type 'of. third-party • ' fishing arrangemmts. in  the. suggested Wednesday," . • meet again within two Weeks 
• • . :' for. further discussions after m'hlixation' to settle 'some: . 'meant ime. . . . ' . . '  " . .  . . . . . .  . ' 
Issues in the  Mar i t imes ']'he • 197S. ' Interim Mea'nwhi]e, 10othsides say they consult with provlncial 
boundaries'dispute, rec ip roea ' l  f i sh ing  they. hope to  have some and state offidals. 
Sources close to the ta lks  agreement--which had been . . 
said. Wednesday that while designed to continue his . . . . .  . "  a e-'go Canada the boundary settlement was 8 
wo,,  o=- ro,o . . . . . . . .  ave  p o w e  anh each side that the other w a s  I C  r not living up to its obligation . . . . . . . .  
the two sides are pursuing a
negotiated settlement; he 
'possibility that arbitration 
may be necessary, to draw 
some boundary !ines is in- 
creasing. 
The idea of arbitration was 
discussed Tuesday by 
special negotiators Marcel 
Cadieux of Canada and 
Lloyd Cutler of the U,S. in 
their first meeting since 
Canada extended ' its 
boundary claim off the East 
Coast. . 
Canada served notice two 
weeks ago that it claims 
Inimost half of the fish-rico 
Gecrges : .Bank as its 
territory. The U.S. ihas 
rejected that claim. 
If the boundary issues are  
referred to arbitration, a
.Since then, fishermen has 
been ordered to•stay out of 
the other counti'y's waters. 
During. the. negotiations, 
Canada has been con- 
centrating on the need for a 
long-term solution to .the 
problem rather than a 
speedy return to reciprocal char les  MacDonald, 
fishing. ' .  ' president of the National If•arbitration is needed for 
Some boundary issues, Pensioners' and  Senior 
Canada probably ' would Citizens' Federation, told the 
prefer a fishing agreement opening session of the feder- 
ation's congress here 
that has as many elements of .Tuesday that seaior citizens 
a long-term solution as could present a formidable 
l~ssible. : : . . : . . . .  
vANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Canada'sS.5 million senior 
citizens could have more 
influence on government 
pelides if they were more 
united, says the president of 
a .senior citizens group. 
voting bloc if they were 
united. 
MacDonald said similar 
desires have been expressed 
by other seniors groups 
including members of the 
Canadian Pensioners' 
Concern and the 12S,~000- 
member Federation de l'Age 
d'Or de Quebec. 
Speakers at the opening 
Session supported improved 
financial aid for needy senior 
citizens, adding that only 
needy pensioners hould 
have increased benefits. 
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Alan'. Hamel . . . .  Over ,' 
• Easy 
Speakout . 
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Price is. Right . Sesame St ,  
' ' . . . .  I 
:30 
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145 High Hopes 
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Bohemian Pinwheel 0rystal 
B A N Q U E T S  • P A R T I E S  
. R E C E P T I O N S  
,q.o m..0 
B. POLICHEK ' J . y .  PAUL 
PHONE 066 .5683 PHONE 635 .9232 
CHARTER: . . ,~  
DEEP SEA SAILBOAT 
Coastal Cruising, Diving, q 
Full Equipped 
a Learn to water Ski at . . Lakelse Lake. Reasonable Rates 
Boats for Sale 
MERMAID YACHTSALES& CHARTERS 
Phone 796-2267 
at WaterLily Bay Resort 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
636-8195 
ANSWERING, 
PAOIN,Go 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING' 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
4503-D Park Aenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1VS 
I I 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture - Auto & Marine Upholstery -Vinyl 
Repair - Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies - 
Beattopplng & Hardware .- Vinyl Car Tops - 
Headliners- Tonneau Covers - Auto Carpet- V.W. Seats 
recovered In original color end material,  front & back 
$225- Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather. ComPlete 
Corvetter supplies. 
Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 
I • 
VARIOUS • PR ICES ~ , . ~  ~ ~ , .d  
mmny-wux 636-3936 { 
"'"'"'""'"""'"'"'""'"""'"'"'""'"'"'"' flONCRETE 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd, : I I / ' ' A 6 C * " . PHONE (604} 635.3863 ' ' ' . • ' . • '. • 4635 tAZELLE AVENUE . CUSTOM ¢ONORETE PROD. ~'.~]]3~,~ . . . . .  o,(,o4) 635.386, 
4606 Lazelle Ave,, ._rr 
! L INK I  Ph, 63S-SS76, Call us at 636 6367 9 to 6 m .,o_.,, ,,o.. _ m Store Hours: Tun , -  Sat. 9 a,m.-5,30 p.m, " VL~kA I 
CLOSED MONDAY ~ B  • , , . . Fridal 9 a,m.-9 p.m. 
/: 
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TEBRACE-KITIMAT 
dal'ly h' rald SECOND SECT ION 
'.IN U. S. SENATE 
Pipeline wins approval 
WASHINGTON (CP) - The 
northern natural gas 
plpellne teek~ a giant step 
toward reality with U.S. 
~'qllte .approval of the 
controversial, hard fought 
natural gas pricing 
In a vote of 57 to 42, the 
Senate approved a pricing 
structure for Prudhoe Bay 
natural gas which is 
"basically everything we 
wanted," Tom DiZerega, 
eaerutive vice president of 
Northwest Alaskan Pipeline 
Co. said in an interview. 
The natural gas bill has 
Imm held up in Congress for 
more than a year while law 
makers struggled with a 
section that would remove 
p'iee controls from newly 
discovered natural gas by 
1985. 
A strong lobbying effort by 
the Carter administration 
helpe d~ gain a gas 
deregulation compromise. 
Approval by the House of 
Representatives is expected 
within a few weeks. 
However the congressional 
delay means the projected 
date for Alaskan gas to begin 
moving along the line 
through Canada to the lower 
48 States will be set back 
about nine months to the fall 
of 1983. 
A defeat of the bill, 
DiZerega said, would have 
meant further delays while 
pipeline sponsors waited for 
the U.S. Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission 
Report claims 
sufficient oil 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The Na- 
tional Energy Board say. 
there should be enough 
western crude oil available 
to meet traditional market 
needs in Eastern Canada 
until 1995. 
• In a new report on national 
oil supply and demand, the 
board said that for the next 
17 years refineries west of 
the Ottawa Valley should be 
able to continuing operating 
on oil produced in the 
western provinces. 
An addit ional  315,000 
barrels daily can be 
provided to the Montreal 
market until late 1983, but 
shipments would have to be 
reduced after that date, the 
board said lathe report pre- 
pared for Energy Minister 
Alastair Gillespie. 
It adds that current ex- 
ports of high-quality light oil 
amounting to55,000 barrels a
day can Continue for three 
more years, hut that will 
depend on government 
,policy. 
Thenew report rejects any 
need for a new oil import 
port, confirming a decision 
taken by the federal cabinet 
last February. 
(FERC) to set gas prices. 
With the pricing cleared up 
and with another vital 
decision covering the rate of 
return on equity about o be 
• made - DiZerega said he 
foresees few problems 
ahead. 
The natural gas bill ap- 
proved by the Senate sets the 
price of Prudhoe Bay gas at 
$1.45 per thousand cubic feet 
in 1977 dollars, with ad- 
justments for inflation. It 
also allows the price of gas 
delivered through the line to 
be "rolled in" with the price 
of other U.S. gas, thus 
allowing it to compete. 
"Once the gas legislation 
passes, then producers are in 
a posititin of knowing what 
they can get for the gas and 
they can start negotiating 
contracts for sale," DiZerega 
said. 
The next step is awaiting a
FERC decision on rates of 
return on equity, expected 
sometime in October. 
Pipeline sponsors may then 
start arranging financing for 
the 7,250 kilometre project 
approved in principle by 
Canada and the U.S. last 
year. 
FERC is working on a plan 
which would allow high rates 
of return if costs were kept 
down. Under the formula, 
the return would decline 
significantly as cost over 
runs increase. 
DiZerega stid his com- 
pany is satisfied by the rate 
mechanism approved in 
SPACE BAB Y 
NOT PLANNED 
MOSCOW(Reuter)--A cubator on board con- 
Soviet medical • expert 
denied today reports that 
plans are being made 
here for a cosmonaut 
couple to have a baby in 
space. 
Prof. Nikolai Gurovsky, 
head of the health 
ministry's space 
medicine board, said, 
however, that Soviet 
scientists are preparing 
to study how lack ~f 
gravity affected a 
developing embryo by 
using bird's eggs. 
A satellite would soon 
be orbited with an in- 
ABOLISH SENATE? 
taining eggs of a 
Japanese quail, he said. 
But the idea of using a 
human baby was "many, 
many years ahead of 
present reality." 
The weekly Literary 
Gazette, which printed 
Gurovsky's comments, 
said Western news t'e- 
por ts  had quoted Dr. 
Heinz Kaminsky, director 
of West  Germany's 
Bochum Observatory, as 
saying a cosmonaut 
couple would stay in 
space for nine months 
until a child was born. 
They should at least ask 
OTTAWA (CP) A 
parliamentary committee 
studying the government's 
constitutional proposals had 
lapsed into what one 
l~'ogressive Conservative 
MP described as "the 
redundancy hour" and then 
Liberal Senator Azellus 
Denis exploded. 
Quebec senator and 
former postmaster general 
decided today he could no 
longer keep silent on the 
~ovomment's plan to abolish 
the Senate, where he hat 
re'veal f~ 14 years. 
"They're Just abolishing 
us, without consulting us, thrown out of the uppe r 
just setting us aside," chamber and perhaps lose 
Senator Denis shouted, with the life time pensions they 
much pounding of fists, were promised when ap- 
The MPs and senators who 
had not already sneaked out 
the back door to take an 
early lunch suddenly took 
notice. 
"When the bill is adopted, 
we're out, without being able 
to do anything," he said. 
Other senators have ex- 
pressed similar sentiments 
publicly but never with such 
vehemence. 
Senator Denis feared he 
and his colleagues will be 
pointed. 
"They will replace us with 
something worse than we 
have now," he said, 
referring to the proposed 
House of the Federation. 
The new house would be 
filled almost equally hy 
provincial and federal ap- 
pointees. The prtme 
minister currently appoints 
all senators. 
Senator Denis said his 
colleagues tudy bills more 
closely than do MP's and that 
senators are less partisan. 
"Perhaps we should 
abolish the House of Com- 
mons." 
That last remark was 
directed at the committee's 
witness, Arthur Tremblay, a
former deputy minister of 
education and in- 
tergovernmental affairs in 
Quebec and/low a professor 
of public administration i  
Montreal. 
'rremblay appeared to 
favor a new upper house with 
more provincial represen- 
tation. 
Tory says CBC cutback farm news 
OTTAWA (CP) 
~-o~ive  Conservative 
Perrln Beatty wants a 
Commom committee totake 
nmtber look at whether the 
is trying to sharply 
reduce farm broadcasting. 
Elderly must fight 
-for rights - Begin 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The 
elderly must fight for their 
rights as did the women's 
moveman Mrlier in the 
decade, Health •Minister 
Manique Begin said 'Wed. 
~m~ig  to delegates at 
the National Pensioners and 
Senior Citizens Federation of
Canada, the federal cabinet 
minister mid At is time older 
cp le began organizing ause they have been 
Mlmt too long. 
"Yew' ganeration pulled 
m through the hard years of 
the Gmt Depression and 
through the list world war," 
she said, "You must speak 
up net enly on your own 
balmff but aim on the behalf 
of people who are younger 
now or M yet talbern." 
The minister said that 
many people, particularly 
businessmen from richer 
pllrts of 'the country, don't 
[ 
l i ke  the idea of social  
assistance for the aged, and 
older people no longer have 
power in the work market. 
"Where we have been 
wrong is in not doing what 
was needed to right the in- 
"Justice to older people 
brought about by economic 
"she said and social change, " .
"TMm the question of in- 
do,dog pensiond, not only 
government pensions but 
private plans ns well. I really 
Beatty, whose riding of Farm and" Country, 
Wellington Grey" Dufferin published by the Ontario 
Waterloo includes some of Federation of Agriculture 
Ontario's best farmland, (OPAL said recently it had 
said Wednesday it appears learned the corporation is 
the CBC is trying to escape using a government ordered 
its responsibility, budget cut of $71 million to 
curtail farm broadcasting. 
CBC .officials have denied 
that. 
A Commons committee 
said last year there were 
serious deficiencies in the 
network's farm program- 
mi~g and expanded 
don't know how people who coverage• should be 
oppose indexing of this kind provided. Beatty said he 
can look at themselves inthe doubts the CBC has 
mirror." corrected the situation which 
concerned the ommittee. 
Older people are not The MP said he has asked 
getting afairdealinCanada Secretary of State John 
or in other w~tem Roberts and CBC President' 
democracies, the minister AI Johnson for a committee 
The OFA said farm 
broadcasting has fallen to a 
level which should be of 
grave concern and any at- 
tempt o cut reporting staff 
would have serious con- 
sequences. 
Beatty said the committee 
should study whether' the 
CBC has acted on. the 
previous recommendations 
and what further eductions 
are planned. 
Farm groups till smart at 
the ~lescription of 
agricultural rrporting as 
ghetto broadcasting, a 
remark attributed to 
Margaret Lyons, a senior 
CBC radio official. 
Besides the "$71 million 
already ordered chopped, 
CBC faces further budget 
reductions of $150 million, 
added, investigation, officials say. 
"::  ewBusiness ',i! 
I! Not listed in our ili 
U.i). Tel Dnreotory, ii 
i ~ i ! ~  AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 436.3040 i~i 
i ~ ~  DIAL.AN-ORDER .:... . !iil 
iii[ ~ TERRACE VETERINARY CENTRE 635.3300 [i;[ 
We're 
Listed 
SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS ' 790-2221 
OLI'S PLACE - 198.2231 
PETS BEAUTIFUL. 4~692Sl 
Here! o,,.,Free" for ONE'month ¢omtesy of T H H E R A L D  
,o  
,fyouwishyourBusinessPhone 636 6367 
Its#ed for your customers please call e l  
~:::~:~~:~;~;~:.~;~;~;~:~:~:~:~:~::~:~:~:~:i:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:::~:~:::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~....~..-~:.:-.::::~:::~:~: 
principle by FERC recently - 
starting with a base rate of 
17 percent if cost over runs 
are kept to 30 percent. 
After completing that 
ruling, FERC will start work 
on other aspects of the 
project. Northwest still must 
file applications for several 
major cqmponents, in- 
ciading the financing and the 
actual  t ranspor ta t ion  
system. 
Meanwhile, the pipeline 
sponsors are awaiting a 
Canadian decision on 
whether ekports of Alberta 
gas may be moved through 
the lower half of the pipeline. 
Northwest says this is 
necessary for the company's 
plans to prebuild the lower 
sect i~ms. 
Council 
'buys art 
anyway 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
.Canada Council will restore 
part of !he government- 
order'ed cuts in its art bank 
purchase program next 
year, and trim instead its 
spending on publishing and 
tours of performing artists. 
"This means fewer tours 
will reach fewer com- 
munities," the Council 
chairman, Gertrude Laing of 
Vancouver, said after a 
three-day budget review. 
Fewer books, including 
childrens' books, will be 
published with council 
support. 
The treasury hoard or- 
dered the council ast month 
to stop its art bank pur- 
chases next year, for a 
s avin.g..,?f ~0p:oo% . . . . . .  
o 
~, . . :~- .  - 
' A professional 
8x 10 color portrait for 88' 
• Choose from our selection of eight scenic and 
colour backgrounds. ~' 
• Select additional portraits and save up to V3 
compared to 1975 prices. 
See our new !arge Decorator Portrait. 
Your complete~satisfaCtiorl guaranteed or your 
money cheerfully refundedil :il. 
• . / , .: : : . ' . : : * i : / / " . "  :'~.'" 
NO obligation to buy additi0nal podraits 
• ~;..;' i." "..'. ~i;i"'..'~.~,,  •
A Greai~Way:itO'iRemember 
ThOse Yod i o re  
! J ,Oa i ly ,104  ,, ' 
-":SEPTEiiBER , 
Wed. 27,Thur, 28iiiiFri~i 29, Sat. 30 
SHOPPERS 
• . .  . .  
. One sitting per subject.- $1 per subject for 
additional subject s,:groups, or individuals in 
the same family. Persons under 18 must be 
. , -~"  accon~an i~Ten!  or guardian. , 
4717 
LAKELSE 
(Next to Fields) 
TERRAI)E HEATS 
638-1766 
" SPECIALS ITEMS • 
EFFECTIVE WEDNESDAY, TH[JRSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY 
All Beef Gov't Inspected - Grade ' ' A"  
• . , , . 
-OWNER 
JlU 
MASON 
REGULAR 
Wild 6ame Treated with LOare 
Hung, Cut, Wrapped, & Frozen & Sausage made 
i t e m  ~ ~ ~ n mm ~ m i em Imo~mmlme m m i m m o i  l i m m  i i i i m i  m m ~  i i 
Talk to us about your next side of Beef. 
HOT & COLD SANDWICHES 
Poor Boy's Submarines Hot Corn Beef Ham & Cheese 
. 'd  
I 
I ' ' • 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Imertlon. Over 20 words $ 
cents per word. 
3 or mere consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertlen. 
REFUNDS: 
F/rst Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set.. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Imertlon. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
/ SKEENACENTRE 
SUBSCRIPTION Skeena Centre offers to the 
RATES Senlor Cltlzens of the 
Effective Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the followlng servlces: 
Odober  1, 1977 . Activity Centre for ben- 
dicrafts 
Single Copy 20¢ . Day care for working 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 people 
By Carrier year 3&00 -Drop.in for companionship 
ByMail .3mfh12.00 &coffee 
By Mail 6ruth22.00 ' Menday thru Friday B.4. 
By Mail year40.00 Transportation available. 
Senior Citizen Year 20.00 Contact Skeenaview Lodge. 
635-2265. 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one DO You Feel You Have 
year 51.00. A Drinking Problem? There 
Is help 
Box 399, Terrace,• B.C. . Availablel 
V8G 2M9 Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
HOME DELIVERY ANONYMOUS 
Terrace & District Meetings: 
ThornhJll &District Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Phone 635.6357 Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
appropriate headings and to A Heather-Tartan Society is 
set rates therefore and to 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 • 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munlzatloo. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3.4:10 p.m. by appointment 
only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout the year at In- 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Mlnlmum charge f~.O0 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
¢,3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
S~.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
determine page location, being formed with the in- tervals for expectant 
The Herald reserves the retest of promoting Scottish. parents. Phone the Health 
right to revise, edit, classify cultural Interest and events. Unit for details and 
or reject any advertisement Interested persons should registration. 
and to retain any answers contact Eleanor Halley at HOME NURSING CARE 
directed to the Herald Box 635.2456assoonasposslble. Nursing care In the home 
Reply Service, and to repay for those who need It on 
the customer the sum paid WANTED DONATIONS . referral from their family 
for the advertisement and The Three Rivers Workshop doctor. Terrace area only,. 
box rental, for the Handicapped are HEALTH PARADE 
;.~x replies on "Hold" looking for donatloos of any For 4 year old children. 
,ctlons not picked up " old, broken or ,.,sod pieces of Held on third Monday of 
.n 10days of expiryof an furniture, also any dlscarded every month. Develop- 
,,~vertlsement wi l l  be wood products we could use mental, vision, hearing 
destroyed unless mailing for recycling or renovating, screening done. Please 
DEADLINE Instructions are received. Call us at 635-2238 between phone for appointment. 
Those answering Box 8a.m. and 3 p.m., we wlll try PRENATAL BREATHING 
Numbers are requested not to make arrangements for & RELAXING EXERCISES 
to send originals of pickup. Held every Monday at- 
documents to avoid loss. ternoon at 1 • 2 p.m. 
Pregnant: and in need of V.D. CLINIC, 
All claims of errors in support? Held every Monday at 3:30 
advertisements must be Call for help from Right.to- or by appointment. 
received by the publisher Life promoters: SANITATION 
within 30 days after the first Lisa at 635.3164 The public health inspectors 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH publication. Carol at 635-5136 are now situated in Eby 
WITH ORDER other than It is agreed by the ad- Janna at 635.4503 Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation BUSINESSES WITH AN vertiser requesting space 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. that the liability of the Weight Watchers meeting problems.' 
• Herald in the event of fallure held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. SPEECH AND HEARING 
StIWNg, L~efSS .00on all to publish an advertisement ,at the. Knox United Church CLINIC 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
N,~i~Jl lgggJb~-;. ,  ........... .or. in the event of an error ~ Hearing tests wlll be dens by 
appearing In the ad. Legion Ladies Aux. Annual referral from family doctor 
WEDDING DESCRIP- vertlsement as published Snowflake Bazaar Saturday, or community health nurse. 
shall be l imited to the October 28. 2 - 4 p.m. Arena 638.1155. 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
~ ~ 1 ,jpubllcatlon day. 
CLASSI F I E D: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
I;5.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
16. LOST 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
COMING EVENTS 19"HELP WANTED 
Terrace Art Association think you would enjoy flying, 
Monthly Picture Loan Oc, rifle range, ()utdoor ac. 
Sober 4, 1978 has 30 new tivitlesandarebetwean 13.18 
pictures for selection, years of age, please call: 
Pictures out on loan should Mike Smith at 635-5036 or 
be returned to the Terrace Bev Tasa at 635.7598 
amount paid by the ad. Ban  quet  Room . LONG TERM CARE 
vertl.~er for only one in- Dance to follow. Time: 9 .1  Offlceat No. 205.4721 Lazelle 
correct insertion for the a.m. Mus ic -  Ran Swan. Ave. Tel 635.9196, 
portion of the advertising Midnight munchies. Price Assessment and planning for 
space occupied by the in- • 
$15 per couple. (1.8) those ligible for Long Term correct or omitted item only, Care. 
and that there shall be no The regular monthly AID TO HANDICAPPED, 
liability to any event greater meeting of the Terrace 
than the amount paid for Progressive Conservative Office at No. 205-4721 
such advertising. Women's Club will be held Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196~ 
Advertisements must Tuesday, Oct. 3, 1978 at 1 Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
comply with the British p.m. lnthecoffeeroomofthe rehabilitation done by 
Columbia Human Rights Act Terrace Little Theatre 
which prohibits any ad. Building, 3625 Kalum St. consultant. 
vertlslng that discriminates Toplcfordlscusslonat this Order of the Roya.I PurPle 
against any person because meeting will be "Marketing will hold a Novelty Sale and 
of his race, religion, sex, Boards". Mr. Stan Klnkead Tea on Saturday, November 
color, nationality, ancestry Is the guest speaker. 18 from 1.4 p.m. at the Elks 
or place of origin, or because Come learn with us how Hall. (nc fin) 
his age is between 44 and 65 these beards work and how 
years, unlessthe condition Is theyaffect us, the consumer. The Catholic Women's 
justified by a bona fide All Interested people are League will be holding their 
requirement .for the work Invited to attend. For more Bazaar on November 4 at 
involved. Information, please call 635- Verltas Hall. The previous 
6764. (nc-tfn) date of October 28 has been 
cancelled not to interfere 
Learn to Fly. Join Air MicbeleLynn with another Bazaar. 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron IS JEWELLRY Everyone will be welcome at 
accepting applications for October 4, 1978 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Is having a Jewellry Fashion September. If you enloY or Show. 
Come and bring a friend Terrace Rugby Club is 
end enioy seeing the newest holding a Garage Sale, 
In FASHION JEWELLRY Saturday, September 30 
with an opportunity of from 10-2 p.m. at 2707 Hall 
perhaps finding a gorgeous Street. Coffee Served, 
Library Arts Room by 7:30 
p.m. Everyone welcome. 
(fin) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
63&g3gg 
The Terrace Art Association 
is sponsoring an exhibit of oli 
palntings by Vancouver 
artist Don Portelance. The 
axhlblt Is on dlsplay In the 
Terrace Publlc Llbrary Arts 
Room Sept. 13.29. Gallery Is 
open durlng llbrary hours. 
The Skeena Valley 
Snowmobile Assoclatlon will 
be holding their first meeting 
of the season October 4 In the 
Greenroom of the Terrace 
Hotel at 8 p.m. All members 
and Interested persons are 
asked lorry and come. (c5-4) 
The O.O.R.P. is having a 
Rummage Sale at the Elks 
Hall, 3312 Sparks St. on 
Saturday, October 14 from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Senior Citizens Week 
Sept. 24.30, 1978 
PROGRAM 
Sel~. 26, 27, 28 - Display Art 
Room Library. 10 a.m. -4:30 
p.m. 
Sept. 29, 30 - Tag Days. 
Friday. 10 a.m.. 4:30 p.m., 6 
p.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. i0 a.m. • 
4:30 p.m. 
Sept. 30 - Pancake Break. 
fast, Mr. Mike's. Workers. 7 
a.m. • 11 a.m. Breakfast 
served - 8 a.m. • 10:30 a.m. 
Twin Ceramics will start 
classes on Oct. 3, 1978. 
Beginners: Tuesdays 
Open Classes: Wednesdays 
8, Thursdays. 
Time: 8 p.m. to 10 p.m, 
Registration days are from 
Sept. 21 - 30. Time: 1 p.m. to 
10 p.m. 
Space Is very limited so 
register early. 
Fees: Beginners - $20 for 10 
weeks plus supplies, 
Open class: 75 cents a night. 
Your Instructor will be 
Alyce Grelson. 
For more Information 
Phone 635-7~5 
2116A Pear St. 
(p5-29) 
Skeena Valley Rebekah 
Lodge Fall Bazaar 
Saturday, November 4 
in Elks Hall. 
piece of jewellry to suit your everyone welcome. (p3.29) 
taste or for that special gift 
you want to give. 
Fund raising clubs who 
wish to raise money please 
phone Mlchelle Lynn 
representatives Dlanne at 
638-1349 or Adrienne at 635. 
7843 or Janls at 635.2660. 
Allow 3 weeks for delivery 
or orders (mall strike or 
not). Items may be ordered 
with a doposlt or COD at no 
extra charge. 
During the evening many 
exciting pieces ot jewellry 
will be given away FREE. 
See you at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Lakelse Hotel Banquet 
Room. 
Special fun feature will be 
a Chinese Auction with 
proceeds• to the Child 
Development Centre. 
Garage Sale. 4542 Park 
Avenue, Saturday, Sept. 30 
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Proceeds to Child Minding 
Centre. Household Items & 
toys. (nc3.29) 
HELMETS NEEDED FOR 
SKATING PROGRAM 
Arena and school personnel 
are co.ordlnaling efforts to 
acquire sufficient numbers 
of hockey helmets to ensure 
that safety standards are 
met and that children will 
not be denied the opportunity 
to participate In the 
program. To meet health 
Noadmlsslon Refreshments requirements, helmets will 
(p7-4) be worn over the chlldree's 
headgear. 
SKEENA ZONE. If • you have extra helmets 
THEATRE B.C. which are unusable by last 
A meeting of the Skeena years hockey players 
Zone of Theatre B.C.- because of changes In 
B.C.D.A. will take place In regulations we would 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, welcome all donations. The* 
Terrace, on Sat., Sept. 30 at 3 helmets may be dropped off 
p.m. Jay Norton, the al lheArenaor at the School 
president of the provincial Dlslrlct Resource Centre, 
essodatlen will address the 3205 Kenney St. 
meeting. Thank you for your help. 
Elaine Fielschmann- Zone School District No. 88 
Chairwoman, Phone 638- (Terrace) Inc 28,29,2,3,4) 
8206. 
POSITION 18 ft. riverboat and trailer House for :;a 3 'drink., 
i P  n l l i l i i l i l l i l  AVAILABLE 
The HOBBY HUT [ ]  MORGUE TECHNICIAN- IAIso offers Workshop on m 
EThursdays. Open from 1_ B _ STOREKEEPER 
t i l  Hours of Work: 37V2 hours B~(.:. to 9:30 p.m. Come ir 
d bring a friend. [ ]  per week 
.W.Th.F) 635.9393 [ ]  Salary: Starting $6.62 per 
i i i i i i I i i i i I i l i l  I hour Benefits: As per H.E.U. 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open fill 5 p.m. Nkm. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Cenfract 
635.3479anytime 
(A J12) 
GOLDEN ~ULE 
Odd Jobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635-4535:3238 Kalum. 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
R¢condltioned bikes and 
ropairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies and 
Greenware, air brushing 
available - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5876 (ctf) 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
• TANKS PRE-KAST 
For immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
,Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMiTTYS EXCAVATING 
IH I  I I  II II I l i l  I I  m I l i l l  II M 
[ ]  The HOBBY HUT []  
=R ' i s te r  now for weekday~B 
j~:at : : : :on  and evening: 
• . . . .  ' 635-9293' : L ~ ' B 
[](T,W.Th.F) • 
l i g lmimi |naa |n i~ 
Contractor to log 10-15,000 
:units cedar, balsam, spruce 
in Longworth PSYU east of 
Prince George. Phone 604. 
524-9591, (¢5"2) 
I CARPENTRY 
I NOJOBTO BIG 
l ' OR SMALL 
I ADDITIONS, SIDING 
• I "  RENOVATIONS 
J CEMENTWORK, 
I pAINTING 
m ' Pl:ton e after 6.' 
Collective Agreement 
• Applications: Apply in 
writing before September 29, 
1978, to: 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Personnel Department 
47.20 Haugland Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2Y6 (c6. 
20,21,22,27,28,29) 
Los t  around Canadl'an 
National Railways. Pentax 
ME. Reward of $50 offered. 
Contact Box 1186, Herald 
with Information. (p5.29) 
COUNSELLOR 2 
Kitimet, B.C. 
The Terrace & District 
Community Services Society 
requires a Counsellor 2 for 
the  Kitimat branch of the 
North West Alcohol and 
Drug Counselling Services 
program. Candidate must be 
able to work with a 
minimum of supervision 
with both alcohol and drug  
dependent persons. The 
Counsellor will be required 
to perform client 
assessments, participate In 
case conferences, complete 
client case documentation 
and statistics and maintain a 
hlgh degree of community 
liaison. 
MINIMUM 
QUALIFICATIONS." BSW; 
OR RSW; OR University 
Degree preferrnbly in the 
Social Sciences, plus two 
years related experience; 
OR coml~letlon of secondary 
school or equivalent plus 
eight years related ex. 
perlence. 
SALARY: $1,300 per month. 
APPLY TO: The Chairman, 
Alcohol and Drug Com- 
mittee, Terrace Community 
Services, 5.4554 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VaG 
152. Further Information can 
be obtalned by phoning 638. 
8488. Closing date October 7, 
1978. (C25,28,29,2,5,6) 
School bus drivers wanted 
with Class 2 licenses for 
Terrace area. Apply In 
person at 4994 Highway 16 
West. (c5.2) 
with 50 HP Merc motor. 
Asking $1200. 635.4285. (p3- 
29) 
20 ft. Dolphin jet aluminum 
river boat. Motor and trailer 
are Included. Phone 635.6636. 
(c3.29) 
For Sale: 40 ft. displacement 
boat still In building stage. 
Hull ready for flberglasslng, 
diesel motor, shaft, prop, 
bearings, cooling system. 
Can be finished where it Is. 
$9,000. 635-6700. (p5),. : 
Needed: Avon represen. 
tatives In the following 
areas: 
Sunny Hill Trailer Park, 
Woodland Heights, Skeena 
School. Phone 635-2517. (eft) 
Help Wanted: People power 
earn extra cash. $100-225 per 
week. Car needed. Call 635- 
6118. Work and earn. (c4.29}. 
19/0 O6C Angle dozer. Serial 
number 9951405. Direct 
clflve. Contact D. Allen. 635. 
9151, Room 349 after 8 p.m. 
(p26,27,28,29) 
Backhoe. 1974 John Deere 
410. Heated cab. Very good 
condition. Low hours. Phone 
845-2340. (p3-S) 
Will baby•sit n my own home 
at Copperslde Estates, 5 
days a week. 638.1684. (pl0. 
2oc,.) 
Job warned by responsible 
family man. Must be In 
Terrace, must pay more 
than U.I.C. Phone Bleke at 
638.1377. (c3-29) 
GARAGE SALE 
Saturday, Sept. 30. 5019 
Kelth Ave. from 10 a.m. - 2 
p.m. (p2.29) 
Marantz 2220 receiver, 
turntable, speakers, cassette 
For Rent: fully furnished 
two bdrm. trailer. Located in 
Thornhlll. 3347 Kofoed. $185 
monthly. Appointment to 
view. No singles, no pets. 
Phone 635.2482. (p2.29) 
For Rent: partly furnished 
bache lor  apar tment  
Available Immediately. 635. 
(stf! 
0IbSen Hailer 
Furnished or unfurnlshe~ 
studio or I bedroom; 
apartments.  Security 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635.3521 
638.1032 
~.f 
recorder. $600. After 4 p.m. For rent: 2 IxIrm. furnished 
unit and 1 Iodrm. furnished 
638.8414. (p3-29) ..... ~' unlt'a't 39~'/V~uni~In View 
' "Elec:ti;ofo~x -'''-~Avenue; Ph°ne 635-2577 after Recondit oGeu 
vacuum cleaners and 6. (ctfn) 
shampooer In good con- 
dition. Phone 635.6672. (p3- 
29) 
For Sale: double wide ski- 
dog trailer. Excellent coo. 
ditlon. Phone 635.4282. (c5.3) 
Garage Sale. Saturday, Sept. 
30. From 9 a.m. till 2 p.m. 
4606 Straume Avenue. (p3. 
29) 
Small cabin, one bdrm., 
furnished for sale. Phone 
after 5 p.m. at 635.6459. (p5. 
28) i 
S bdrm. house. Fireplace, 
rec'room & patio. Fenced In 
yard. 3V= yrs. old. On 4640 
Welsh. Dishwasher. 635.2667. 
For Sale: one studio knitting MOVING, 
machine. Lessons available. MUSTSELL! 
Phone 635.3810 after 5 p.m. Exceptional fami ly  home 
(c3.29) close to.schools and shop- 
ping. Lge. sunken living 
For Sale: one 250 gallon room with fireplace, sliding 
galvanized storage tank. glass doors to covered patio. 
Never used. Suitable for Lge. d in ing  room with 
water. 635.4285. (p3.29) flreplac 9. Well cupbearded 
kitchen with built-In .china 
GARAGE SALE cabinet In eating area. 4 
Reel.Inn Motel. Hwy. 16 W. ixIrms. (1 down), 2 baths, 
Saturday, Sept. 30. (p28,29) mud room, rec room. Lge. 
well.trend lot with 
greenhouse, fruit trees and 
One 21" Quasar color garden. Sacrifice price. 4840 
motorola. 3 yrs. old. Asking Welsh. 635.3175. (ctf- 
$325. Phone 635.7092. (p5.29) M.W.T.) 
Closing Out Sale. Everything 
must go. Tuesday thru 
Saturday, Sept 26.30. 9 a.m. 
.12 p.m. Skeena Pawn Shop, 
3211 Kalum. (p5-30) 
Barnlna sewing cabinet. 1976 
Arctic Cat Jag. $2,000. 400 
miles. Yamaha electric 
organ• double keyboard. 
Household furniture and 
plants. Phone 635.7572. (p5- 
29) 
For Sale: Alrco oll furnace 
and underground tank. Call 
635.2767 after 4:30 p.m. (c5- 
29) 
For Sale: 1970 Dodge ~/4 ton 
4x4..270 rifle with scope. 
Complete R.C.B.S. Jr. 
reloader with dies for .270, 
30.30and 7 mm Mouser. Call 
635.2516. One MolD.Ski Cadet 
$300. One Ski-doo'Elan - $350. 
(c3-29) 
For Sale: Valley Comfort 
Healer. Combination heater 
fireplace. Lau0dry "tub 
~0ump, Censtructlon 'power 
pole. Suzuki gul.tar. Propan~ 
retrlgerator, iFopar~ radons. 
8x40 trails" - offers~ Phone 
635.5704. (p3-29) 
Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy• 
starter or retirement home 
with extra lot. 2 bedrooms, 1 
bathroom living room with 
.sliding glass door to rear 
patio, dining area In kitchen 
and porch with laundry 
facilities. Electric heat. 
House has new cedar siding 
on exterior, extra lot is 
subdlvldsd and can be sold 
separately. Asking S20,000 
for house & S!0,000 for extra 
lot. Both are prlcad to sell as 
a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635.2370 for oppolntment 
to view. (p23.295) 
Up & down duplex. 2 bdrms. 
each. Electric heat, w.w 
carpets, 6 yrs old. See at 2405 
Apple 5t. 638.1076. (p14.21. 
28) 
Wanted to Buy: Used ski 
equipment. Boot size 11 or 12. 
In good condlllon. Suitable 
for beginner. 635-2419. (sit) 
wall to wall ccrp ~r~,~t, 
fr;dc:e und stove. Clod. ~n 
school. AsklnF S26,~.:u. 
Phone 635~"1 ,' ~.' .w ai 1630 
Weber . : . . , . . . ,  
We are looking for a tw¢) or 
three bdrm. house to ~'ent for 
the end of Sept. or Oct. 
Doesn't have to be In town. 
Call anytime, at 635.6701. 
(c12-.29) 
Wanted: House to :,,nt, r 
apartment or Irnll,,,'. 
Urgent. Pho,e 63E4813. 
29) 
Responsible retired couple 
require 2 bdrm. house. 
Basement preferred. WIIIlng 
to lease. References if 
needed. Phone 635.4577 (p5. 
4) .  
Require 3 bdrm. house or 
mobile home to rent hn- 
medlatelv, ~35~. ' ~r ~-r,. 
4066. Responsible paz ly wtfh 
excellent references, (tfn) 
Retail or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
In choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace. 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255-1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept.' 
1, 1978. (ctf) 
Choice property for sale. 
Four rental units plus 2 
bdrm. house & workshop. 
Lots of lawn and 2 garden 
areas. 1 acre, corner lot In 
Thornhlll. Call 635.3698 after 
6 p.m. or contact Bob Clark 
at Irly Bird. (p10.11) 
FOR SALE OR TRADE 
4 lots 80'x200' each. Central 
area of Thornhill. Will ac- 
cept cat In trade or part 
payment. Phone 635-3754 
anytime. (p10-9) 
LOOKING FOR THE 
SECURITY 
a second Income can 
provide? The path to 
security is only a decision . 
and a phone call • awayl We 
train you. 
Phone or write local Amway 
distributor. D. and N. 
Reynolds, B4310 Marsh 
Crescent, Terrace. 635.2009 
after 5:30. (c20-16 oct) 
Next exciting franchise 
opportunities, Ideal for semi 
or retired persons, 
professionals or alike for 
additional Income. Sheflelds 
end Sons, Tobacconist to 
open on Oct. 25, 1978 in new 
Skeena Mall. Also Includes 
computor LorD - Ticket 
Sales. Approx. 540,000 will 
handle. Some financing can 
be arranged. Write Box 496, 
Prince George or Box 1185 
J]j~l~ ,::J IC41E.1 
57. 
AUTOMOBILES 
For Sale: 1968 Vauxhall. $300 
firm. Phone 635.2080. (pig. 
29) 
1969 El Coming. Good con- 
dition, new radials. Phone 
635-4716 after 5 p.m. (p4.29) 
For Sale: 1978 Ford Van. 
12,851 km. Insulated and 
panelled, port hole windows, 
sun roof and other extras. 
Phone 638.1546. (pS-28) 
i 
Northwest College needs training aids in its 
mechanical shops. The college would ap. 
preclate donations of small 4 and 2 cycle 
gasoline engines such as those in lawn 
mowers, snowmobiles, and outboard 
marine engines. These engines do not need 
to be in running order. For further in- 
formation or pickup, please phone the 
Marine Engine Shop at 635.6511, local 245. 
II II 
19/I 4 wheel drive Land 
CrulNf with wide tirea, plus 
,extra wt  of tires. Good 
~lrkirlg ot'dbr, excellent for 
Inlntilql. I ~  635-4066 days 
~lS-7,f~ evmlngs. Ask for 
Toffy. (c10-~) 
Huntlngl Try our 1975 
~ fore. 4 speed 1ran. 
.llvll~ll~, power steerl.ng,. 
brakes, radio, nl'~:e 
¢lHn InteriOr. Complete 
wHh .11195 Vlmguard 
.¢lll~NIf. Frldge, furnace,. 2 
i~tanka .  This unit Is In 
eneellant condition and 
r~ to drive away. Priced 
right at t74~,  
CAMPEItLAND 
S41J Hwy. t6 W. 
PJMI~O ~S.6t 74 
Dwler Lleeeee D00611A 
19/4 Sul~rban Chev. P.S., 
P.B., auto, low mllange. 
~4J~. ffltefle i~.9617. (p3-2) 
For gull~. 1~1 Honda Civic. 
klm. Ptlme 635.4082 for 
f ~  In~at ion .  (p3-2) 
19/5 "F~wd .with ca,,~py 
~ leet  condition..;Ask0~g 
I1~.  I1~ 638;8414 after 4 
~m. (la.~) 
I~  SIIki: 1973 Ford ~/~ 1on 
P.U. 111 with canopy. P.S•, 
P.L, I~ ,  air conditioning. 
IS,N0 miles on new motor. 
.~dltlon. Phone 635. 
41NL, (C5-3) 
~J~4 Chev 4x4. Auto, P.S., 
P.I., dual tanks, tapedeck. 
GMilN, winch. Good con: 
t ib ia.  14300. 635-2698. (p3-29Y 
• ~ Ford ~/~ ton P.U. Radial 
tlree, electronic ignition, 
360. Phone 635.9580. 
(cl~.to) 
Ford Van: 3o2, v.0, 
m. 
Mazda Wagon. 25,000 
mN~. $1,100. 
I t~  Ford P.U. Ranger. 
~6.  (c3-29) 
Ir lr  Sale: 1972 Dodge 4x4. 
Qmem paint lob, roll bar, 
I I~of extras. (~8-8296 after 5 
I ra .  Days 635-6516. (p5-4) 
Olvorcel $100 plus " filing 
tees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised divorce over the 
phone,  fastl Call Self- 
Counsel Services toll free 
112-800.663-3007. Chargex 
and M~tercharge accepted. 
(cft-~h) ~ , 
i dil,~ i Environment 
ill ~!  C a'nada 
FISNE'RIES 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Pursuant to the Fisheries 
Act R.S.C. 1970, as amended, 
and pursuant to the powers 
vested in the undersigned by 
the British Cplumbla 
F i shery  ' (General) 
Regu la t ions  made 
thereunder, Notice is hereby 
given that: 
NOTICE 
Effective Sunday, the Ist 
day of October 1978, A.D., 
and until Sunday, the 3151 
day of December 19;r8 A.D. 
no person shall Fish for 
Retain or Kill Coho Salmon 
(Oncorhynchus Kisudch) In 
the following described 
waters: 
(1) That' portion of thai 
Lakelse River above the 
C.N.R. Bridge. 
Note: "rhls action is taken 
in the Interest of con. 
servation of Coho Salmod. 
BY ORDER OF: 
Ran D. Kehl 
Fishery Officer. (c2.28) 
Sealed Tenders for  the 
fol lowing Aerial Far. 
tillzatlon Contracts will be 
received by the Regional' 
Manager, Ministry of 
Forests, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
on the dates shown below. 
1. Contract ST93K-3.13 FZ 
Located: Co.op Lake. 
Ranger District: Burns 
Lake. Amt. of fertilizer: ~ 
DISTRiCTOF 
TERRACE 
ANNUAL TAX 
' SALENOTICE 
Pursuant to Section 395 of. 
the Municipal Act, on the 
s~ond day of October, 1978, 
at'/the Council Chambers of 
th~ District of Terrace, at 
the hour of ten "o'clock In the 
for.enoon, there shall be 
offered for sale by public 
auction each and every 
parcel of real property in- 
cluding Improvements, upon 
'which any of the taxes are 
delinquent. The following 
properties have delinquent 
taxes as of, September 25~ 
~OTR.. 
Legal Description & Street' 
Address 
i. Lot 2 of Lot 6 & 7, Block 5, 
DL 360, Plan 4359, R 5, C.D.. 
2708 Sparks 
2. Lot 15, Block 6, DL 361, 
Plan 972, R 5, C.D..  3213 
Keium. 
3. Lot 15, Block 3, DL 361, 
Plan 3204, R 5, C.D. - 4729 
5oucle. 
4. Lot 9, Block E 11, DL 361', 
Plan 3329, R 5, C.D. - 4717 
Park. 
5. Lots 16 & 17, Block 4, DL 
369, Plan 972, R $, C.D. - 4434 
Lakelse. 
6. Lots 28 & 29, Block 6, DL 
369, Plan 972, R 5, C.D.. 3228 
Kelum. 
7. Lot 30, Block 6, DL 369, 
Plan 972, R 5, C.D. - 3232 
Keium. 
e. w ~/, of Lot 28, Block2, DL 
611, Plan 3154, R 5, C.D.. S012 
Graham. 
9. Lot4, Block 4, DL 611, Plan 
3154, R 5, C.D. - 4928 Medeek. 
10. Lot 64, DL 615, Plan 1215, 
R $, C.D. - 5235 Haughland. 
10. Lot 64, DL 615, Plan 1215, 
R 5, C.D. - 5235 Haughland. 
11. E V=ef Block 11, DL979 & 
980, Plan 1097, R 5, C.D.. 5021 
Halliwell. 
12. Block 3, DL 983, Plan 
1127, R 5, C.D. • 5115 Jolllffe. 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
54,431 kilograms.. Viewing , .  Es.tate-:of the deceased: 
Date: October .~j,~..1978,•-:.DES~l~,.i~,!pay|d E. late 
leaving Range;'i' Srarlon at " ~f S~b~'n~vlew";' Lodge, 
9:00 a.m. Terrace, B.C. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
aerial fertilization site prior 
to submitting a tender for 
this contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
Tenders i53:30 p.m. October 
11, 1978. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
said estate(s), are hereby. 
required to send them duly 
verified fo the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 800 Hornby 
Street, Vancouver, B.C., V6Z 
• Tenders must be sub 2C5, before November 8, 
l~4 .Ford  Bronco. With mlftedontheformandlnthe 1978, after whlch date the 
" envel es supplied whlc,  t estat s wmcn, nun er s special, h "-5 ''13 " 10- . . . . . . .  op . . . . .  ~ , . , ,.assets of he sa!d ..... e( ) 
Plate ~. ;~,  . ~p u~), ~ with .partku, l~l'.~,,~ may be ,will be distributed, having 
. . ;  . . . . . .  :~ . . . .  . '  ~_:_~ ..obtained fro,n3 .the.~Forest.:.regar d only.-.fo claims that. 
I , Ir  .~tle: wt= ~.nev rave .  Ran,er'~st Ind'lcateo or - -  " • - -  • ,  , , .  , e . .  _. ,_ , , , , , .ave neon rece|veo. 
~m~PU, V O, roe  ~ D,  C lU IU~ q • ' . . . . .  from the Regional Manager, CLINTON W. FOOTE 
dlr. bucket seats. Excellent Ministry of Forests, Prince PUBLIC TRUSTEE (27, 
¢~mlition. Serious parties 
435.5979. (c5.29) 
LI 
70. LIYESTOCK? 11~4 Ford ~/~ ton pickup. 360 
n1411~, autO, radial tires, 
It Ignition. Phone 
after 4. (c.th,F) 
~ Civic Hatchback. 
G~ld. I ~  and moulding. 
Iillows. Radio. 6,000 
mNeL ~ Phone 638-16o7 
Mter i p,m.. (p3-28) 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac-: 
copied. (c27,38,29) 
Oct 4,11,18) 
Wanted 
to Rent 
i or 2 bedroom house or 
apt. required by mer- 
chandise manager K- 
Mart 
Phone 638-1197 ask for 
Mr. G. Allarie 
Weaner pigs for sale. 635. 
4269. (p5.4] 
Konwerth cab-over, single 
axle Road Ranger. With 
highboy, flat deck. $7,$00. 
635-9400 after 5 p.m. (c5-29) 
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UNIVERSITY 
• INTHE Discover BfitishC l ia 
GARDEN A TRAVEL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
by Bruce MacKenzie 
It is a green campus. Like 
the city around it, the Univer- 
sity at Victoria is a place of 
trees and gardens.'Located on 
the outskirts of Victoria, only 
minutes from the sea, the 15- 
year-old university is part of 
any visitors tour of the capital. 
The wide avenue leading 
into UVio is flanked by neat, 
tree-shaded lawns. Nestled 
among the broad oaks are beds 
of rhododendrons and azaleas, 
_ their petals brilliant against he 
green forest. 
The avenue leads past fir 
and arbutus trees on to "Ring 
Road", which circles the core 
of the campus. The trees 
quickly give way to the well- 
groomed lawns that surround 
the university buildings. 
Just beyond the new Univer- 
. sity Centre building and within 
the Ring is a large field of 
rough, uncut grass and weeds. 
Surprising to see, this wild' A campus of/lowers, trees and lawns. 
patch is the home of the uni- pockets around Victoria. The 
verisity's skylarks. In 1903 the university, however, still retains 
B.C. Natural HistOry Society the nesting field as asanetuary. 
brought English skylarks to Crowding the skylarks' field 
lower Vancouver Island. are the main teaching buildings, 
Highly prized for their beauti- set close together within the 
ful song, the small brown birds Ring. Each of the eight build- 
aye believed to exist nowhere ings is designed in a different 
else in North America. style, from the single-storey 
Today, it is feared, o.nly one wooden Sedgewick '-,dlding, 
pair of skylarks is left on the squatting among its courtyard 
campus, though the're are shrubs, to the rectangular con- 
others found in secluded crete of the library block. 
These modern designs are the Commons Block, the hub 
in sharp contrast o the grey building of the residence corn- 
army barracks that were the plex. The Wing is a relax- 
university's first classrooms, ing place with comfortable 
A number of the old Second couches and outdoor tables 
World War structures are still which look ot,t over the waters 
in use north of the Ring. of Hare Strait and the snowy 
A visitor strolling around the slopes of Mt. Baker. 
compact campus can take a Once every four years a 
lunch break at one of the cafe- weekend-long open house 
terias on the campus. Perhaps turns the university into a 
the best of these is the small showcase. Visitors can talk to 
Raven's Wing, at the back of a computer, watch magic 
shows, hear concerts and ex- 
plore the wonders of the world 
under a microscope. Hundreds 
of students and instructors 
from 40 departments, put to- 
gether their imagination and 
industry to create a fairground 
that makes learning fun. The 
last open house, held earlier 
this year, drew 20,000 visitors. 
Even when there is no open 
house for excitement, the 
springtime visitor to this green 
campus cannot help but be 
charmed by its restful atmos- 
phere and beautiful setting. 
On such a day it is easy to 
believe that summer might be 
a wonderful time to go to 
school. 
1INGENUITY IN. HOME DECOR L,, A SPSClA" SA, U.E  .OM rOU.,SM ..ITlS. CO UM.IA 
i HELPFUL TIPS FROM EXRERT'DECORATORS J 
Breakfast-  set ~ A~Special Table 
SIIle: 1If/& Mazda Mizer. 
I~  ml l lL  GOod condition. 
~ WtMIM stripes & 
V~I  I~ .  M~.  Phone 635: 
m. Manpower job opportunit ies • , , ,  
Welcome the sun With breakfast on a round table of 
sparkling chrdme and gleaming smoked glass. Suriound 
that with gently curved chrome chairs that tilt for posture 
control comfort and come upholstered in a soft, plush, 
wipe-clean nylon, colored a cool blue to look as luxurious 
as the inside of an expensive new car. 
By Carol Carman 
Home Furnishings Consultant 
Warmer Weather! Cele- 
brate ,it with pretty foods 
that le t  you know summer 
is close at hand. Set a pretty 
table. It's a cheerful fore- 
cast of a new season. 
Start with the table it- 
self. If you're in the market 
for a new look in dining, 
you might think of one that 
appears pace expanding but 
is compact enough to fit in 
the smallest of dining areas, 
itowell, the home furn- 
ishings division of lnterlake, 
Inc., Chicago, has a new 
45-inch round, smoked-gl,~- 
top table for 1975, called 
"Horizon." It stands on a 
CLERK TYPIST - 30 WPM. 
~.IS - $4 per hr. 
SECRETARY STENO - 60 
WPM typing. Have 2-3 yrs. 
experience. 50 WPM dicta 
typing and shorthand. $764 
per me, 
LOANS CLERK - 45 WPM 
typing, f~TS per me. 
BOOKKEEPING CLERK - 2 
yrs. office exy,~.rience. $4.50 
per hr. 
SALESMAN - Experience 
preferred. Must be familiar 
with building trade. Have 
own transportation. 
CLERK - Financial and 
statistical, 2 yrs. experience. 
$t0,224 per yr. 
ADVERTISING 
SALESPERSON - Salary 
plus for commission. 
SALES CLERK - Retail 
clothing store. $3.50 per hr. 
COOK - Chinese. $1000 per 
me. 
P IZZA COOK - Mature, 
dean cut person. Exp xience chrome pedestal base and 
not necessary. $3.75 hr. has four chrome-legged 
DOE. Neg. Two positions, chairs in a blue, 100 per 
HEAD COOK - Must be well cent  nylon corduroy-like 
experienced and able to fabric that looks like it 
supervise. $1100-$1300 per  came out of a new Cadillac, 
me. The look is modern, bright 
COOKS HELPER Ex- and mirrors the room for a 
perience required. $3.75 per space expanding mood. 
hr. When it isn't used for din- 
ing, make it do double duty 
REQUIRED SEVERAL as a game table. 
through dishes to show off 
pretty fruit's. Fill elt~, 
bowls high with fresh straw- 
berries topped with a dab of 
whipped cream or sprinkled 
• l iberal ly with ,,,wdered 
sugar. Be '"  !J:)w!- sit 
PretLy eol.,ced.h:,k. ,e sil- 
verware, a mix of red and 
yellow ones, will add to the 
gaiety along with colorful 
napkins lurked into red 
water goblets and big straw- 
berry placemats under it nil. 
Serving eggs--a~ain? Give 
them a' lift by scrambling 
them in a saucepan. (yes, 
saucepan) along with cut-up 
slices of cheese, sliced olives 
and a bit of milk. Spoon the 
eggs into thin French crepes 
you've made earlier, and roll 
them up for serving. Serve 
on clear glass plates, garnish- 
ed with strips of bacon ,nd  
a touch of parsley. 
Try cranberry juice (to 
Parry out the red theme) for 
a change instead of the us- 
ual orange, and serve it from 
a pretty, clear pitcher that 
sits on the' table. 
Now, isn't that a more 
cheerful welcome to sprin~ 
than gulping down a cup of 
coffee at the kitchen count- 
or .  
To help you with your 
furniture selections, Howell 
is offering a simple-to-use 
home* planning kit. it in. 
eludes room layout sheets, 
along with peel-off pieces 
for designing a room, mark- 
ing yardage, etc. The phm- 
nor also includes a home de- 
corating idea booklet. It's 
available for 50 cents from: 
The Ilowell Company, St. 
Charles, i11. 60174. 
Fw' Sale: 1968 Dodge 
a tor le f .  Phone 635.7377. 
(re.a) 
~ I  ~w~ned~livered' i 
t 591-5105 I 
t=. . . - , . J  
Mal~or IPW'ChlIN: 1972 12x68 
lwtme traller with 
~ql~.  NIMH' stores and 
In Ilrlvate lot. Rent 
S~Bller inentlt with option to 
or purdtsse. S9,500 - 
IO oflbrl. Will carry 
aewM merlpge if nec. 
112.7&1.4112. Write Joe 
Rerko, Gefl. Del., Winfield, 
IkC, (¢tf) 
SO~: 45' two bdrm. 
h'alllr. 12,~10. 635.9400 after 
S p.m. (rJ-V) 
I t~  Veloire 12'x68' three 
bdrm. troller. Expando 
Ilvlnll room. Furnished or 
unfurnished, g'x16' ioey 
ululek. Set up In trailer court. 
6M-S~ql .  (c10-9) 
Immaculate 1975 GMC 
Vamlwa Vdm. Completely 
flN:tm'y ¢omgerlzed, with' 
rc~. V.I, 23,000 miles, 
radial tlfeSet¢. 18,250. Phone 
m.~.  (~9)  
WAITERS&WAITRESSES- Howell designer, Warren 
In Turraee area. Full and Peteraen, has considered 
part timeJobe, comfort in this design. The 
REQUIRED SEVERAL seats are plush with gently 
BAEYSI'rrERs. In Terrace curving backs and seats to 
area. Full and part time comform to the body. If 
jobs. you've ever developed a 
LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER - backache half way through 
Temporary position. About 1 an otherwise great meal, 
me. Wages negotiable, you know what we mean. 
RIGGING SLINGER - Must Start, the new sesr~)n in 
be experienced. IWA rates.' comfort. 
AiR TRACK DRILLER - Now that the basics have 
Temporary- 2me. Must be been decided, give some 
experienced. Room & board thought o the table setting. 
' , b , available. $10.00-$10•50 per (,arry through on theopen 
hr. space idea. Use clear, see- 
The following job op- 
portunities are available in 
the .Terrace area. For fur- 
ther information, contact 
your local Canada Era- 
ployment Centre at 4630 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace, 
B.C 
ASSISTANT PROJV~CT 
MANAGER - I;138 per ,aeek, 
to coordinate tutors. 
GROUP HOME AK$115TANT 
- To work with 'at risk' 
teenagers to develop 
recreational and voeatl0nal 
activities. ~k~0. 
GROUP, HOME RELIEF 
PARENTS - 8 days. Mo. 
Must have previous ex- 
perience. Must be a couple. 
~r_ me. 
COMPOSING ROOM 
FOREMAN - Must be 
journeyman or' have 4 yrs. 
experience. TBA. 
TYPESETTER - Must have 
keyboarding or paste-up 
experience. Min. 45 WPM 
typing. $4.00 per hr. 
RESEAI(CItER-To assmt nn 
compiling history of local 
region. $138 per week. 
COUNSELOR 2 - BSW-BSW 
or university degree in 
Social Sciences. $1300 per 
m0. 
PRE SCHOOL 31gACHER8 -
Must  be qualified with 
certificate. 
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER - 
Stewar(,area. 
FIELD WORKERS - Tutors. 
$138 per wok. 
MOBILE HYDRAULIC 
INSTRUCTOR - S yrs. ex- 
perience in mobile and in- 
dustrisl hydraulics. 
COED TEEN. "CO- 
ORDINAl'OR - Part time,. 
evanings ~. $5-~ per hr. 
4 REGISTERED NURSES - 
For hospital. Shift work 
involved. Various stations 
available including ICU, 
Med-~;urg. and general 
duties. 
.4 vie,. at A,,mooka. Friendly Islands home wilh the "Resolution" eclipse on July 5, and doing a 
HE WAS they refused. Th. ey had found little more refined loitering, the 
happiness on Atiu. course was set for Tahiti once 
H U M A N  With fresh fodder an essential again. He passed up an oppor- 
AFTER ALL  for the cattle aboard the ships, tunity to explore Tubal in spite 
Cook decided to seek out the of urgent invitations to do so by 
By Ran Gadsby Friendly Islands rather than natives who came by canoe to 
When his third expedition left "continue the battle with the greet him. 
New Zealand in February of easteriies that impeded his It would seem that Cook, now 
1777, Captain James Cook knew progress toward Tahiti. He almost 48 and for nine years 
it was far too early to head for found the group on April 28 and constantly on the go, was be- 
the west coast of North dropped anchor the following ginning to lose some of his f'we. 
America. day at Mango. Once again the He u,as human after all. 
lie had a stop to make at 
Tahiti to return Omai to his 
native island area and there was 
little chance he could have 
reached the Bering Straits in 
.,ue for the summer Arctic 
season. It meant hen that he had 
time to move slowly and to 
study the islands at a leisurely 
pace. 
When they left New Zealand 
they took two Maoris aboard, Te 
Weherua, 18, and his boy 
servant, Koa. Both knew they 
Tongans greeted the visitor On Aug. 12, the party 
lavishly and Cook was treated as dmpwd anchor in Vaitepiha 
a returning hem., Bay, Tahiti. They were over- 
Perhaps it was the welcome or whelmed by this welcome and 
maybe he was beginning to find 12 days later moved into 
his singular drive diminishing, Matavai Bay. It was almost like 
but he began to loiter ever so coming home. Chief Tu greeted 
slightly, it is conceivable he them with warmth and was most 
could have reached the Bering impressed by Omai and his 
Straits during the late summer, European sophistication and 
but he chose to go slow and set dress. They also ' liked the 
an easy pace. presents he had brought, but 
He enjoyed watching the they couldn't deter him from 
native dancing and singing and going on to his home island of 
would probably never he able to the wrestling matches taged in Huahine. 
return, but they insisted on his honor. He reciprocated with But it was when Cook and 
going anyway, the fireworks displays and had Clerke disported themselves on 
The coarse was set for Tahiti his marines perform exhibitions horsehack over the foreshore 
and en mute they discovered of military drills, it was a period that the party made its greatest 
several islands in what is now of ennui and contrary to every impression. The Tahitians were 
the Cook Group. They included instinct and characteristic that astounded and Cook reported 
Mangaia and Atiu which were 
encircled by reefs precluding 
safe dockage. 
A landing party comprising 
Burney, Anderson and the 
interpreter Omai got ashore in 
canoes and much to Omai's 
delight he found three Tahitians 
who had been shipwrecked when 
their canoes had been driven off 
course by high winds. Omai was 
delighted to see them and the 
feeling was "mutual, but' when' 
.offered the chance to return 
VIDEO .-'" 
[VIGNETTES 
I Safety And 
I Economy Hints 
Installing an outdoor an. 
tenna can be hazardous and 
should be left to a prates. 
sional antenna installer. To 
avoid the possibility of elee. 
trlc shock, outdoor antennas 
and lead-in wires should 
be kept well away from pow- 
er wires. The antenna mastl 
should be permanent ly  
grounded and a lightnini/ ar- 
restor installed in the lead-in. 
Cook had shown before, that this demonstration gave 
it was also a period of them "a I~uer idea of the 
sensuality for the crews to the greatness of other nations 
point that some of the Tongan than all the other things put 
girls virtually lived aboard ship together"• 
and sailed with them as they However, it was not all 
moved among the islands• sweetness and light and when 
Finally, it might be said that Cook led a pmly to Moores, 12 
Cook pulled himself together miles awdy, an ugly incident 
and after delaying to watch an c~cured• 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE  DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now av , i l ab le  on our lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decer, and we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of S2$0q applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver .  return. For 
free credit chec!: and approval please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935.5447 
.F/IJ@ I t ,  Tb l  HeraM~ Thursday, September 28, 1978 
game thins, and toU hi" what key m.  (Tide ia ms laool rosy 
to teach you child healthy attitude- about sos.I 
And if Jady continues to use "filthy" Imqp~q~, don't 
react. When he finds that h~e little pme is not work~,  hell 
cut it out. 
DEAR ABBY: My 43-year.old maiden aunt recently broke 
off her engagement to a fine 66.year-old widower after he 
told her that he had been impotent for 12 years and the A ~  ~aTo DOWN 10LJvor 1MISts 
doctors agreed that there was little or no chance of a 
recovery after tha$ long a pc'rind. 1 ~b~l~d~s p]under 1 ~ 11 Be]~tn  r iver 
Would sex be that important to a woman that old7 rewsrd 2O Ii~erJor | I~sthor  18 LSJF 
NO NAME: SMALL TOWN $ Crowd home flask 2O Mera~s 
DEAR NO NAME: it apparently isto your aunt, ip.s. A t SCutch 41 ,~ | War god ~ Not working 
43, • woman is hardly ready for the flue huctory,I ' 8 /~ of a ]~J]k 4[ ~ l~Jua l  38 
I~ Robort or curdler ladle matrons 
Alan  l l ~  STonne r ~S Lat3e cask 
DEAR ABBY: Last winter my aunt, who has always 
:Dirty Words Roll 
From Child's Tongue 
By Abigai l  Van Buren 
DEAR ABRY: Jody, our 4-year-old son/shocked us re. 
cently by using some fiLthy words he picked up from some 
older boys in the neighborhood./Nouns a dverbs having to 
do with sex. I'm sure you know which ones I mean.) 
Naturally, we were appalled, and told him we never 
wanted to hear those words again. HOwever, when Jody 
gets angry, or wants to get back at us fo~' having punished 
him. he lets loose with a string of those filthy words~ 
My husband say• we should o to J.ody what HIS parents 
did to him when he used dirty language-wash his mouth 
out with soap! 
I say we should simply ignore the boy. Which method 
would you recommend'? 
APPALLED PARENTS 
DEAR PARENTS: Neither. Moot youastera pick up 
dirty words NRer  or later, and wbem tkey realize that mast 
adults, are upuct by such la~p~fv, they ace It as a we•pen. 
What kind of day 
today be? To find but 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given, for 
your blra~, sign. 
23) (Mar. =1 to Apr. 
Listen to eu~aestlons 
because advice, even from tbu 
meet unlikely source, could 
prove profitable. There's 
plenty workl~ for you now. 
(Apr. 21 to May Sl) 
Act swimy ff ~ took 
riaht, but proceed with 
cauUa~U th~ adaa.~,.uio~ 
and-tim's a~e ~mtacles. that 
cannot be overlooked. 
GEMINI 21) 
(May 23 to June 
Further your own interests 
but don't be ah'upt or us- 
mindful of others. Your at- 
titude could cbun~e the whole 
picture for hotisr or worso. 
c~,  0(;:5 (June n to July 23) 
Do whatevor yon can to 
facilitate ongoln~ projects. 
Don't count ou ad|leving nure 
tium the umml Iphm und yon 
may ho mUlrised with hottor 
rmutU Sum ~u expe~ 
LEO 
(July " to AUg. 23) ~/~'~K; 
Be imqzm~l to fans up to 
opposition and unexpected 
disturbanm~ You CAN settle 
"thinKs, and in a way that will 
win the achalrsUm of others. 
called me her "favorite niece," gave me her old Persian lamb 
coat, saying, "it's been hanging in my closet for 20 years and 
1 never wear it. so you may as well take it." 
It was in pretty good condition, but the style was really 
old.fashioned, so I took it to a furrier, who made a nice.look- 
ing jacket out of it. (There was enough fur left over to make 
a hat and mufi.I 
The whole thing cost me $300 but I thought it was worth 
it. Well, I stopped at my aunt's to show her what I'd dune 
with her old fur coat, thinking she'd be pleased, and she 
started yelling at me, saying i had no right to cut up her 
coat-that she had only let me wear it fore while and never 
GAVE it to me! 
Now she wants the jacket back. Is that fair? How about 
the $300 1 spent on it7 
My mother says I should give her the jacket if she gives 
me $300. My U/ther says I should keep it and give her 
nothing. 
What do you say'? 
FORMER FAVORITE NIECE 
DEAR NIECE: If you are abaolutoly certain that the 
GAVE you the coat, you are not obUgetod eithcr to live her 
the Jacket or seU it to her. Keep the coat, and let Ant i s  
yeU. 
II yo. need help in writing letters of sympathy, con- 
M•tulations or thank.you letters, set Abby'n booklet "How 
to Write Letters for •fl Occasions." Send 81 and I lan~, 
stamped 428 cents) envelope to Abby: 13Z Leaky Dr.. Bever- 
ly H01e. C-Ill. 90212. 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23) 
Things look good for you to 
gain ground in several areas. 
Take advantage of every 
possible opportunity. Your 
colleagues should be 
cooperative and helpful. 
LIBRA 
(sept. 24 to oct. 23) .n .~m 
Some waminSs: Curb 
emotions and prevent 
needless errors through 
miscalculatlm or hasty ac- 
tion. Don't be dismayed if you 
have to revamp some of your 
scomo nl,;~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
This ahould be a h~hly 
sthnumu~ y  =or you. ~Ul 
don't overdo it. Reserve some 
alma for rcl~mtiun. 
s~Grmams ~ y  
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Your ability to squeeze out 
of tight qmts is a big aid right 
now because unforeseen 
situal~s are po~dbk. You 
can solve problems by 
planning carefully, then 
direct action. 
CAPRICORN W ~  
(Dec. 22 .to Jan. 20) 
As with Sagiiturlun, some 
unexpected situations are 
likely, but don't let them keep 
you from following a well. 
charted course. Time lost uan 
be made up with more of- 
fldon~. 
AQUARIUS' ~=~ 
(Jan. 9.1 to Feb. 19) 
Be alert to good 
possibilities. Your apUtode 
lends itself to this type of day. 
Stud~, broaden your hm'izons 
and diversify your interests. 
(Feb. 2O to Mar. 2O) 
What yon do today can 
shape future a~ipna, so be 
concerned about decisions. 
Concentrate on what you do 
be~t .  
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with fine Judgment 
and a good sense of balance; 
are highly energetic and 
extremely versatile -- 
especially along creative 
lines. The Lilx'an is an ex. 
cellont organizer and has been 
known to take over a business, 
completely change its systems 
and procedures, and make it n 
livellsr, more profitable one. 
Your falrmindedness, fln- 
parUaUty and obJeetivtty are 
outst~ding and make yon an 
excellent arbitrator or 
mediator. The artistic side of 
your" nature will best express 
itself in. mudc, Utersture, 
painUug or des is t ,  mr- 
thdate of: Brigitte Bardot, 
film star; Gene Autry, 
"singing cowboy" of 
Hollywood fame; Robert 
(Lord) Clive, founder Empire 
of Brit. India. 
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~e ~ ~on~ 
=4 Resorts Sl Small 
~Rodsm spines 
sp/an~ ~Pro~ 
wheels ~Melody 
~LocaUon ~Dispatched 
~Smal l~W~ 
~harper  ~to  
mGeraint~ ~Female~ 
~e ~C0mf~ 
Ferret" ~ Wing 
e ScaMlsm- ~Wbldin~. 
v l~ coin 2o, Priest of 
Enjoy a Lhaua 
warm 31 Pindarie, 
feeling for one 
8 German ~ Plaything 
city =4 Pleed 
9 Unmarried mun~ 
woman 38 Read 
Z4 Printer's 
m 
Z~ Huge 
lS Puppet 
!Smal l  
child 
. 33High 
mountain 
=4 Arm bones 
3,5 Nigerian 
tribe 
36 Japanese 
porky 
37 Paper 
quantity 
Average solution time: 26 min. 40 Mountain 
- IP IP IOIDISIE iG~I chain 
q lE i~ I iEIDIAIMI e Marsh 
:ISIAIGI~ISmRt I IMIEI 43 Assess 
~ 44Arabian 
chkff~in 
~ ] . T _ [  for one 
;ISIEIRIVIEmCIOIVIEI 4V Genus of 
oUves 
4s French city 
J IE iT I  I [NmOIDIEIRI 49 Italian 
qlDi~IPlYmNI I It-El noble house 
9-27 5Z Menu item 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 53 Wrath 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 
CA TFISH 
s 7 
2 
! !, 
2~ 
, I 
i 
10 
./ 
CRVPTOQU~P 9:27 
DNSU- JDLR IZNL  JDLS IZ  BLAO 
F IF JFSP  LAO S IVRQ URBBRQFP-  
VRNJ  
veetenW, cm~quJp. - PROMPT MOm'm~ ~-  
PROPRIATES TEST NOTES. 
Today's Cryptoqulp: P equals L
TUe Cr~ U a sUup~e sutmUtsUm cqZer U~ wia~ es~ 
letter used ~ for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O Unqihout the puzzle. Sidle letters, short words, 
and words ~ an apo~z~be can give you clues to locatis8 
vowels. Sol,elan is aeeomplishod by trial and error. 
i ©1978 King Features Syndkate. Inc. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
WAILEr  WAS CLU~ TO THE ~ A MUTUAl. WALL-  
the wIZARD OF ID 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
l  'lll i 
I 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
~J~t~j~ B. C. By Johnny Hart 
• ,, ' 
, ~ ~ " ' ~ - ~  
I 
DOONESBURY ,By Garry Trudeau 
' I I  
IN, WJ~ F/~tYJ~ ~ ' 
] ~kll /.~ZK~ ~g~l~flfA 
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